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Dear Alumni:
Several -things at Marshall have always impressed me as I am
sure they have impressed you. First, a host of West Virginians locally
and throughout the state identify with and take a personal interest in
our university. Marshall continues to have a profound impact on the
lives of young people while they are here and retains their loyalty
long after they leave.
We have students attending Marshall this year representing
eleven foreign counuies, 32 states and 50 counties in West Virginia.
They are overwhelmingly committed to a college education. They are
dedicated, serious and friendly. For these reasons, we at Marshall have
always bten able to maintain close personal communication with our
students. Little wonder that visitors to the campus invariably remark
favorably on our students, especially their sense of purpose, their
honesty and friendliness. Our professors report that they find great
reward in working with the kinds of students who come to Marshall.
Marshall is today an exciting place to be. One of two great universities under a single Board of Regents, we look forward to continued growth and development. Building upon the uaditions of the
past and with your support and affection, Marshall will move forward
to meet the needs of our region, our state and our times.
Cordially,
DONALD N. DEDMON
Executive Vice President
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On May 5, Dr. Roland H. Nelson, Jr. submitted to the West Virginia Board of Regents,
his resignation as President of Marshall University, effective July 31, 1970.
He has accepted the position of professor
in the school of education at the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro, where he will
teach in the area of educational administration
at the graduate level.
Dr. Nelson came to Marshall University
with an impressive background in education.
He received his undergraduate degree from
Duke University, his Masters from the University of Virginia, and was awarded his doctorate in educational administration from Harvard University. His experience in public
schools .included both teaching and administrative positions. He had served as assistant
dean of arts and sciences at the University of
Louisville, associate dean of the School of Education at Northwestern University, and Chairman of the Deparunent of Education at Duke
University before becoming President of Richmond Professional Institute in July, 1967.
Arriving on campus August 1, 1968, from
Richmond Professional Institute, he found the
Institution moving rapidly to true university
statw. He undertook immediate steps to move
Marshall into her place as an urban institution.
Dr. Nelson was the first to use the term
"metroversity" in connection with Marshall to
sum up his concept of what the University
should be doing in relation to its place in the
community and state.
During his first week on campus, he was
able to secure an agreement with the C&O
Railway Hospital in Huntington to provide
such services as in-bed hospitalization, 24-hour
emergency care, and specialized treatment at
the hospital for students and faculty at no additional cost.
Tremendously expanded athletic facilities
and a reorganization of the Marshall University administration have come about ~

cause of his efforts. A new college - the
School of Business - also came into existence.
Dr. Nelson was instrumental in having students appointed to various university committees as voting members; in some cases, the
number of students named to specific committees was doubled. Faculty and students alike
now have a voice in the Marshall community
because of his very careful consideration of
their recommendations. He was responsible for
the proposal that the University Senate concept - a group composed of all segments of
the University - be studied. This matter is
currently being reviewed by the appropriate
committees.
He has also enacted a merit system for
faculty salaries and a sick leave policy where
none had been. Students as well as faculty and
staff members have continually found the
lines of communication open. Dr. Nelson has
made it a policy to be "easy to see." One of
his early innovations was to appear each morning on campus at a specified place for informal discussion with the students.
The academic deans have been given the
autonomy to develop their own programs in
their respective colleges.
Dr. Nelson has strengthened Marshall's relationship with state officials as well as legislators. He was instrumental in the decision
rendered by the West Virginia Supreme Court
in the case of Joseph Peters concerning the
fixing of salaries in higher education. He was
able to convince the newly-formed Board of
Regents that MU had been slighted in past
budget allocations. It now appears as if some
of those past oversights will be at least partially remedied.
Dr. Nelson has provided leadership in education on a statewide basis. That he is well
respected by his colleagues is seen in the fact
that he was among those chosen to help select
a new superintendent of West Virginia public
1

schools. His leaving West Virginia is therefore not only a loss to the Marshall community
but to education in the state in general.
Consistent with his philosophy of education and what a university should be, he has
permitted controversial speakers to appear on
campus, believing that a university community
is a place for open and free discussion. Though
severely criticized for this, Dr. Nelson has
consistently refused to compromise his principles for expediency or popularity.
He has been placed in the position of having to arbitrate some controversial matters
since he has been here. Many of the problems
were long in the making and came to a climax
shortly after his arrival. Notable among these
were: the athletic situation and the resultant
shakeup in the Depamnent of Athletics, the
recognition of Students for a Democratic
Society, the retirement policy for faculty reaching the age of sixty-five, and the phasing out
of the lab school. Under his outstanding leadership, what might have caused difficulty
actually resulted in progress for the University.
That he has touched the hearts of many
students and faculty members during his tenure
as President was seen in the great number of
them which signed petitions to the Board of
Regents asking that his resignation be refused.
Dr. Nelson has never permitted his personal feelings to interfere with policy decisions.
He is a man of great principle and integrity.
Perhaps he can best be described in the words
of a quotation from Abraham Lincoln which
hangs on the wall in his office1 do the very best I know how-the
very best I can; and I mean to keep doing
so until the end.
If the end brings me out all right,
what is said against me won't amount to
anything.
If the end brings me out wrong, ten
angels swearing I was right would make
• • • liditor
no difference.

The changes in Marshall University and the continual efforts
on behalf of the administration and faculty to upgrade the entire
school are perhaps nowhere more evident than in the changes taking
place in the Teachers College.
Responsible for much of this improvement is Dean Robert B.
Hayes. Dr. Hayes, who received his A.B. degree from Asbury College,
and his Masters and Doctorate from Kansas University, was appointed
dean of the College in 1965, and immediately began working with
the faculty to establish new goals for it,
That their efforts have been highly successful is shown by rwo
recent developments: First-Marshall University Teachers College received the first-place "Distinguished Achievement Award" from the
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education this past
March. Out of a field of 150 entries, MU earned first place for its
participation and leadership in the Multi·lnstitutional Student Teach·
ing Center in Kanawha County. This award led West Virginia House
Speaker Ivor Boiarsky to remark, "This is the first time in my
legislative history that West Virginia is Number One."
The AACTE is a voluntary association of nearly 850 colleges
and universities which maintain programs of teacher preparation. The
Distinguished Achievement Award is granted annually to that institution which is making outstanding contributions to the improvement
of teacher education.
Dr. J. Lawrence Walkup, President of AACTE and President of
Northern Arizona University, presented the award to MU President
Roland Nelson. Featured speaker at the Chicaao meeting was James
E. Allen, U. S. Commissioner of Education and the son of a former
MU president.
The Kanawha Valley Center, for which the award was given, is
a cooperative project of six other institutions - Concord College,
Morris Harvey College, West Virginia Institute of Technology, West
Virginia State College, West Virginia University, and Hampton (Va.)
Institute. The project originated following a speech which Dean Hayes
made at Concord College in 1965. The idea was picked up and promoted by Miss Genevieve Starcher of the West Virginia Department
of Education. She and Dr. Hayes worked together to develop the proposal for the center.
The other development took place earlier when, in February, the
MU Teachers College received the long-sought-after full accreditation
from the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education.
Provisional accreditation had been held since 1964. A team of investigators sent to the campus last December reported that significant
improvement had been made in the past six years.
''The accreditation of the NCATE is the highest approval which
.may be obtained in teacher education," Dean Hayes noted. "In addition to the national recognition which it provides, this accreditation
is also an asset to the Teacher College graduates. An individual who
graduates from an NCATE-approved school finds it easier to locate
teaching positions in other states.''
Pointing out some of those improvements in the past six years,
Dean Hayes said that the enrollment of the College has almost
doubled (from 1,997 in 1963 to 3,712 in 1969), and that more
than a quarter of these students are on the honor roll. Another
statistic in which he takes great pride is the fact that the number of
Teacher College faculty holding terminal degrees has more than
doubled (from twenty then to forty-three now), a:ld ~eventeen more
faculty members .are now writing dissertations. Mas:ers degrees have
exactly doubled - from forty-four to eighty-eight.
One of West Virginia's continuing problems is the raising of
the level of education in its rural sections. Since MU Teachers College is the largest single source of public school teachers in the state,
and 86% of MU students come from within the state, the College is
in a good position to aid in this effort. Dr. Hayes said, "It is the
belief of the Teachers College staff that we must prepare persons
who come from the less-advantaged areas for teaching in the schools

A
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of these areas. Very few teachers in Appalachia come from outside
the area."
Some of the innovations over the past six years include a reading
clinic for students and community, a methods lab and curriculum
materials center, new grading system, counseling service and a new
deparanent.
The reading clinic was instituted to provide the best possible
training program for students, graduates and the community. For
students, it concentrates on helping them improve their reading and
study habits, and involving no cost to them, operates on a voluntary
basis. No credit is given for the course. Also, parents in the community can send their children to be diagnosed and instructed by
graduate students in the reading specialist program.
The methods lab and curriculum materials center came about
because of the need to improve educarioo through the use of the
various media available to teachers. In these, the student receives help
in learning to develop his own course material and learns to use the
equipment, such as audio-visual aids, which should be available to
him in the classroom.

The innovation in grading is the new pass-fail system for the
activity connected with Education 319. This course includes class
work, observation and supervised teaching. Effective this year, the
student receives only a credit or no-credit evaluation for the supervised
teaching part of the course. If he passes that, it does not affect his
course grade; if he does not, it will obviously be a factor since he
will have been judged incapable at that time of actually teaching.
Although acknowledging some disadvantages to the system, the staff
feels that the advantages far outweigh any disadvantages. Student reaction has been very favorable, and consideration is being given to
applying this same type of grading system to other facets of the professional education program.

DR. ROBERT B. HA YES

A new counseling service has been inaugurated. Organized for
Teachers College students with academic and personal problems related to their progress in teacher education, it operates on a strictly
volunteer basis, though letters offering to help are sent to students on
probation. Assistant Dean William Deel, in discussing this service,
said, "We feel that a lot of students leave school because they do not
kno\v how to study and other similar problems; our function is to
help these students stay in school."
A new department filling a long-acknowledged need is the Department of Vocational/Technical Education. This department specifically trains teachers and supervisors for programs in vocational and
technical training schools. Realizing that no such training existed in
the area, the Teachers College staff felt it was a definite need. Plans
for the immediate future call for a masters degree program, and
hopefully, at another future date, a doctorate.
In speaking of the future of Teachers College, Dean Hayes stated

that one of the most promising signs for growth lies in the enthusiasm
of the staff. He said that his people are genuinely interest in finding
new ways to improve methods of teaching and that this eagerness to
move on is pervading the entire College. At the same time, he
painted out that the greatest need he could see was for opportunities
for the students to work in laboratory-type situations with boys and
girls in a regular school environment - not an idealized one, but
the same sort of situation which they will actually face when they
begin teaching. He is hopeful that this goal will be realized soon.

Left to right: Dean Hayes; Dr. Nelson; Mrs. Kathryn Maddox,
Director of the Kanawha County Project and an MU Alumna;
Dr. Walkup.

Board Of Regents
Marshall University has been allocated a
1970-71 budget of $8,030,425 by the West
Virginia Board of Regents, an 8.7 per cent
increase over the current budget of $7,589,929.
(MU's request had been for $10,301,280.)
This marks the first time that the operating budgets have been distributed by an
agency other than the West Virginia Legislature. Previously, the Legislature had designated separate allocations for each of the statesupported colleges and universities, but under
the provisions of the bill which established
the Board of Regents, a lump sum of $55.3
million was appropriated for distribution f:,y
the Regents. This amount represents an increase of $3.9 million over the total separate
appropriations for last year.
West Virginia University received an allocation of $25,194,382 representing an increase of 6.9 per cent.
The appropriation for Marshall is not as
much as is needed, but in light of the limited
funds appropriated by the Legislature to the
Board of Regents, Marshall did quite well,
according to President Roland H. Nelson.
"The Regents didn't have a lot of money to
use, but what they did have left over they
used to recognize some of the inequities over
the years," he said.
The Board also voted to increase the
salaries of the presidents of the eleven institutions it controls. The President of Marshall
will receive $29,500 effective July 1. (It was
previously $27 ,500.)
In other business, the Board approved a
hike in tuition fees for full-time graduate students at Marshall, and at the same time, cut
the number of credit hours considered a fulltime load for graduate students.
Fees effective with the first summer session will raise from $129 to $140 per semester
and the niinimwn number of hours for a fulltime student will lower from twelve to nine.
Part-time students will pay $14 instead of $9
per semester hour. Out-of-state rates will raise
from $429 to $455 full-time, and from $22
to $31 part-time hour.
Another item of interest was the approval
of an $84,000 expenditure for an additional
facility in the new Student Center which will
be a basement "coffee house," according to
Marshall officials.
Originally only a portion of the basement
was to be excavated in the new building
scheduled for completion February, 1971, but
with this appropriation, a lounge with a coffee
house atmosphere will be included which will
offer a limited menu and will seat approximately 175 people.

The Board also approved the granting of a
master's degree in early childhood education
by the MU Teachers College - the first such
graduate degree in West Virginia. This
program will permit individuals to obtain
graduate degrees for teaching in nursery
schools, kindergartens and primary grades.
In April, the Board awarded two contracts
totaling $884,784 for the modernizing and
enlarging of Fairfield Stadium and the installation of an artificial turf on the playing field.
The Schurman Co. of Huntington received the
general construction contract on a low bid of
$694,035 for work which will include enlarging the seating capacity and upgrading the
dressing rooms and other stadium facilities. A
$190,749 contract for installation of an Astroturf surface on the field was awarded to the
Monsanto Company.

CHAPTER NEWS
Logan
President: Dr. Everett Roush
410 Main St., Logan; 752-5825
Secretary: Mrs. Luther Ghiz
634 Stratton St., Logan; 752-2182
The chapter, in conjunction with the
Woman's Club of Logan, sponsored the annual
Logan Campus Marshall University Open
House, April 12. Highlighting the event was
an exhibition from the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. Including a lifesize mannequin wearing an Apollo space suit,
the exhibit also featured a series of pictures
showing training procedures, launchings, moon
surface shots and assembly patterns. A model
of the giant Saturn 5 rocket was also displayed.

among all the counties in West Virginia in
funds received from Marshall's Financial Aid
Office.
Tischler, the first high-ranking NASA official to appear in Logan, spoke to the crowd
of 175 on the subject, "How the Accomplishments of the Space Program Will Benefit the
Man on the Street." He was introduced by
W. Va. Congressman, Ken Hechler.
The chapter also sponsored a Holiday
Basketball Tournament which the Logan
Campus team won. A trip to the Mt. Dew
Festival in Prestonsburg, Ky., for the basketball team was also sponsored by the chapter.
The LCMU ream took second place in that
competition.
New officers were recently elected:
President: Everett Roush
Vice President: Walter Brewer
2nd Vice President: Clarence Elkins
Secretary: Ruby Ghiz
Treasurer: Edith Smith
Board of Directors: Jean Ray, Angeline White,
Jean Ferrell, Charles Cassell, Carol Hanshaw,
May Beth Ferrell, Ruth Baker, Raamie Barker,
Glenna McCloud, Cora Margaret Milne, O~nt
Gore, Laura Hinchman, Sylvia Miller, Linda
Nichols, Mildred Cogbill, Alma Evendoll, Peg
Gould, Carter Williamson.
A native of Eastern Kentucky has been
named director of the Logan Branch of Mar·
shall University subject to the approval of the
Board of Regents. Dr. Ben R.. Dorson, currently dean of students at Franklin (Ind.) College, will succeed John Arnold, who is resigninA effective July 1.

Adelbert 0. Tischler, director of the Chemical Propulsion Division of the Office of Advanced Research and Technology for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
was the guest speaker for the spring dinner of
the chapter. A fund-raising affair, the dinner
is considered one of the most important functions of the chapter, as it determines to a large
extent the number of students to receive fi.nancial assistance in attending Marshall. Every
dollar raised goes into a scholarship program
for Logan County students attending Marshall
and its Logan Campus, and is matched by an
additional $9 in federal funds.
Dr. Roush, president of the chapter, emphasized that Logan County ranked first last year
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Active Logan Chapter members, Alma
Evendoll (left) and Glenna McCloud (far
right) discuss the space suit with guests at
the Chapter-sponsored NASA Space Exhibit.

ON THE CAMPUS . • •
" GLOBE" MODEL IS
PRESENTED TO MARSHALL
A dream came true Thursday, April 23, for
Professor E. C. Glasgow of Marshall's department of English. For many years he had
thought of the possibility of building a scale
replica of Shakespeare's Globe Theatre. Two
years ago, with the help of a Benedum Foundation Grant, he finally got the chance to put his
dreams inro action. Then on the 406th anni·
versary of Shakespeare's birthday, the beautifully-detailed replica was presented to Marshall
University by a proud professor.
The occasion was part of the 10th annual
English Institute sponsored by the department
of English. The day began with a convocation
in Old Main Auditorium with John Ciardi,
poet, critic and writer, addressing the students
on the subject of the central character of a
liberal education. "Good poetry, novels, plays
and essays are good devices for putting the
human character under pressure," said the
poeuy editor of SatimJay Re11iew. "The pressure forces man to answers that come from
the very depths around him, to bring him to
full dimension."
The celebration progressed to "The Manor
Frederick ... where one maye be merie and
toast our guest of Honor, Sir Edward Clayton
Glasgow, Knt." All the items on the menu
were taken from foods mentioned in Shakespeare's plays.
Professor Duncan Williams, a native of
Britain, spoke briefly, pointing out the love
and care which had gone into the building of
Professor Glasgow's model. Elizabethan era
music was featured.
The actual presentation of the model to the
University came at ceremonies at 4 P. M. in
the newly-designated "Shakespeare Room" in
the MU Library. The room, one of the showplaces of the University, was formally opened
with this event. In addition to the theatre, the
room also contains other Shakespeare memorabilia such as posters and programs from the
three Stratfords - Connecticut, Ontario, and
England; a portrait of Shakespeare painted by
Joyce Pauley, wife of an MU student; and
wood carvings of famous Shakespeare characters by B. J. Yates, well-known local artist. A
deluxe copy of the folio edition of Shakespeare's works was purchased as the library's
200,000th volume.
The theatre, displayed in a glass case, can
be seen easily from all sides. A mechanism
separates the two parts of the model so the
interior can be viewed. The model of the
building itself is octagonal in shape and stands
48 inches high from the floor to the top of
the flagstaff and has a width of four feet. A
tape recording accompanying the model fea-

tures Prof. Glasgow telling the story of the
original Globe Theatre.
The replica was constructed from the
salvaged wood of a fifty-year-old pipe organ
which had belonged to the Fifth Avenue
Baptist Church of Huntington. The more than
2000 pieces in the strucrure were made by
hand with ordinary tools in Prof. Glasgow's
home workshop.
In discussing his work, Prof. Glasgow said
that "every joint was nailed, glued and
fastened with a screw; it's just as rigid as if
it were a house." He explained that a book
by John Adams and Irwin Smith (whose own
much-acclaimed model is in Folger's Library
in Washingron, D. C.) guided him with
measurements, general appearance and colors.
"Even I did not realize the intricacies of
the work involved at first," Prof. Glasgow
stated as he continued his discussion of the
actual building. "The holes I drilled to fit
certain pieces into place, for instance, had to
be correct ro the 32nd of an inch. The
windows were one inch by two inches and
there were twenty-five of them. The hinges on
the doors weren't as big as half a fingernail.
The grillwork over the balconies alone took
me two full days to paint because I had to go
over it three times with a brush less than a
quarter of an inch wide."
Prof. Glasgow had some outside help on
the tapestries for the curtains and the art work
involved in the oval-shaped zodiac painting on
the ceiling of the stage and the sign which
hangs at the front door. These were done by
Mrs. Evan Cyrus and Connie Rees.
When asked how he felt about its being

finished,,Prof. Glasgow remarked that he was
glad, but that it was almost like losing a mem·
her of the family.
An outstanding feature of the Shakespeare
room is a beautiful mural which extends the
full width of the 21-foot back wall. It was
done by Dr. Eugene Hoak, MU professor of
speech, who has recreated in oil ]. C. Visscher's panorama of London in 1616. The
stylized painting shows houses, churches, and
places of business, including the Globe itself,
on both sides of the River Thames. At the
top appears one of the English Royal Coats of
Arms and the motto, "All the world's a stage."
Prof. Hoak, who received his Ph.D. from
Ohio State University and who has been a
member of the MU faculty for ten years, spent
over 100 hours painting the mural. "I did it,"
he said, "as an act of great appreciation for
the splendid efforts of Professor Glasgow."
Adding authenticity to the mood of the
day were the nine Elizabethan costumes which
had been loaned by the Shakespearean productions at Stratford, Conn., and were worn by
various members of the English department. ·
Taking part in the ceremonies were Dr.
Jack R. Brown, chairman of the department
of English, who presided; H. W. Apel, Librarian; Dr. A. Mervin Tyson, vice president
of academic affairs, who accepted the model
on behalf of the University; John Ciardi, who
made a few comments, Prof. Glasgow and Dr.
Hoak. A tea followed the formal presentation.
The day's activities ended with Prof. Ciardi
speaking that evening for the final session of
the English Institute. A reception for him and
Prof. Glasgow was held in North Parlor at
the conclusion of the meeting.

PROFESSOR GLASGOW AND OLD FRIEND
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Chronology
Second semester began with enrollment up
6.87 per cent in full-time equivalent students
over the same period last year, but down
slishtly from first semester. A total of 7,086
full-time equivalent students registered representing an increase of 456 over spring, 1969
figures, and a decrease of 2 79 from last
semester.
The full-time equivalent figure is the one
used by the West Virginia Legislature in determining budget appropriations and is computed by dividing the part-time undergraduate
hours by twelve, and the graduate hours by
nine, and adding the results to the full-time enrollment. Total head count for all campuses
was 9,372.
WINTER WEEKEND
Winter weekend, held the first weekend
of February and sponsored by the MU Student
Government, was celebrated with pep rallies,
a concert by the Brooklyn Bridse, and dances.
The hishlisht of the activities was the appearance of Floyd McKessick, former national
director of the Congress of Racial Equality
(CORE), and founder of Soul City, a mostlyblack development in Warren County, N. C.
Mr. McKessick, author of Three Pi/lbs
Of d Mtm, said that black people today find
themselves in the same
position as white people
did in 1776. Our problems can be solved by
change but we must develop the ability to
change, he said. He believes in strict enforcement of the Constitution,
saying, "If you didn't
want a government with
this document, you shouldn't have set one up."
A reception honoring Mr. McKessick was
held following his speech in the Student Relations Center in the Shawkey Student Union.
CONVOCATION
Marshall's Convocation Series featured The
Paul Winter Contemporary Consort on February 5. Made up of a group of young musicians,
the consort works toward developing an original idiom of music-a synthesis of symphonic
orchestration, folk music and jazz.
What was considered by many to be one
of the hishlights of the musical year was presented February 19, when the Convocation
Series sponsored the Robert DeCormier Singers. Known for their colorful performances
and superb vocal techniques, they combine
vocal music with choreography.
Following some selections of early American secular songs, the group presented a Mass,
the "Missa Luba," in Congolese style. It was
purely Congolese without any Western musical
influences, but the words were those of the
traditional Latin mass. The closing part of the

program was dev.oted to a cantata, which was
acted out, entitled, "They Called Her Moses,"
and was the story of Harriet Tubman, a slave
who led over 300 of her people to freedom by
means of the underground railway just prior
to the Civil War.
Later in the month, the London Gabrieli
Brass Ensemble was presented in convocation.
The ensemble was founded to bridse the gap
in education between classical and pop music.
REINSTATEMENT IN MAC DENIED
The Marshall University request for reinstatement in the Mid-American Conference,
from which it had been indefinitely suspended
in July, 1969, was turned down unanimously
by the MAC Council of Presidents, February
19.
President Roland H. Nelson expressed his
shock and disappointment at the treatment accorded Marshall from the Conference. Earlier
in the week, Dr. Donald Dedmon, executive
vice president, had pointed out that the situa·
tion for which Marshall had been placed on
suspension had been dealt with so well that
the NCAA had formally commended Dr. Nelson for his actions.
At a press conference, Dr. Nelson stated
that it was evident that the MAC does not
want Marshall in the conference. Student
response seemed almost evenly divided as to
the next course of action. In a survey of 1800
students, the Parthenon stated that 38 % fa.
vored joining another league (the Southern
was the most often mentioned); 34% prefer·
red remaining independent; third choice was
to help form another conference.

i' -~
One of the dozen air conditioning units
weighing 5300 pounds each set in place on
the roof of MU's new student center,
scheduled for completion, February, 1971.
The helicopter was used since it could do
the job more economically and more efficiently than the size crane which would
be required. Although its use was announced in advance, it still caught many by
surprise and occasioned the gathering of a
large audience on a very chilly February
morning.
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WVU PRESIDENT SPEAKS IN
HUNTINGTON
Dr. James G. Harlow, President of West
Virginia University, spoke in Huntington,
February 23, at a meeting of the Huntington
Rotary Club. Discussing higher education in
West Virginia, he said that one of its major
roles would be to "improve the quality of
communities in which people live." Stating
that West Virginia was fortunate in that it
had no large urban complexes with attendant
problems to deal with, he pointed out that
this state could be an "example of how uuly
human communities can be developed."
President Harlow was introduced by MU
President, Dr. Roland H. Nelson. Following
the meeting, he visited the Marshall campus.

HARLOW AND NELSON
1URNOUT FOR LEADERSHIP SEMINAR
POOR
Approximately sixty-five students attended
the two-day Leadership Seminar held at
Carter Caves State Park in Kentucky, February
27 and 28, and si>onsored by the MU Student
Government. Major topics discussed were: stu·
dent-faculty-administration relationships, racial
equality and religion.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, director of student personnel programs, gave the keynote
address. Speaking on "What is the Purpose of
the University?" he outlined its major goals
as being "the pursuit of knowledge, the recognition of excellence, the brotherhood of man,
and participatory democracy."
Marvin D. Mills, assoc. prof. of safety education, spoke on, "Are Black Men Needed or
Wanted at Marshall University?" Rev. Hardin
King, Presbyterian campus pastor, discussed "Is
God Dead on the College Campus?"
The last session was a four-student panel
discussion on student power, the Greek-Independent relationship, the role of blacks on
campus, and the Independent Student Party.
Leaders of the seminar were disappointed
by the small turnout and what they they
termed a "lack of cooperation on several
fronts." Better participation is hoped for next
year's seminar.

ARTIST SERIES
On February 19, the Student Artist Series
presented "Your Own Thing,'' a new rock
musical based on Shakespeare's "Twelfth
Nipt." The musical, first off-Broadway production to win the New York Drama Critics'
Circle Award, has been hailed as the one that
made the public realize that something new
has happened in popular music, just as "Oklahoma!" opened up a new era in musical
comedy thirty years ago.
The next regular Artist Series production
was the Pennsylvania Ballet which appeared
in Huntington, March 9. The Ballet won national attention in 1968 for a week of performances at the New York City Lincoln
Center and is one of eight ballet companies
which have received Ford Foundation grants
to insure future growth.
The audience seemed most appreciative of
the "Villon," a contemporary ballet concerned
with the violence and sex of the time and one
which made great demands on the athleticism
of the dancers. "The Four Temperaments" and
"Scotch Symphony" made up the balance of
the program.
Hans Schweiger conducted the Houston
Symphony Orchesua when it appeared in
Huntington, April 20. The concert featured
23-year-old Youns Uck Kim playing the Bruch
"Violin Concerto in G Minor." Richard
Strauss' "Death and Transfiguration," and
Shostakovich's "Twelfth Symphony" completed
the program.
The Student Artist Series presented the last
show of the season, the award-winning Broadway musical, "Cabaret". Set in Berlin in the
late 1920's, it is a story of people deluded by a
glittering life into thinking that it will last
forever - people who cannot get too upset
about the appearance in their midst of the
'"brown-shirted Nazis."
COMMUNITY FORUM
The Marshall Community Forum opened
up the second half of its season when Eric
Pavel, famed world traveler, presented the
color film, "Florence and the Heart of Italy,"
February 27 in Old Main Auditorium.
Mr. Pavel has been commissioned by
Encyclopedia Britannica Films to produce a
series of classroom films. He is also currently
producing television films. His still photographs have appeared in textbooks and in the
National Geographic Magazine.
On March 7, the Forum presented the
Cologne Chamber Orchestra in a program ot
works by Mozart and Haydn. The establishment of the orchesua was the result of the
renaissance of baroque art throughout Europe.
It has its residence in the famous Bruhl Castle
at Cologne, Germany.
Robert Davis, noted lecturer, cinematographer and film producer, presented "The
Spirit of Thailand" on March 23 for the
Forum. The color documentary film covered
many aspects of the fascinating Thai people.

He noted that Thailand is the only country in
southeast Asia th&ct was. never colonized by
European powers.
A two-act drama, "The World of Anton
Chekhov," performed by Richard Gray and
Mayo Loiseau, was the final presentation of
the Forum. The play dealt with the littleknown youthful Chekhov, his views of life,
his struggles, and his concern with the essential nature of man.
HOT DOGS INCREASE LOAN FUND
Marshall's scholarship fund became $1000
richer in February due to the efforts of the
Junior Deparcment of the Guyandotte
Woman's Club of Huntington, which raised
$100 at its annual hot dog dinner and turned
the money over to Marshall's National Defense
Student Loans Fund. The federal sov~rnment,
through the National Defense Education Aa,
added $900 to make the total sum of $1000
available to students.
BEER RESOLUTION PASSED
In March, the Student Conduct and Welfare Committee unanimously passed a resolution which would permit the sale and consumption of nonintoxicating 3.2 beer on University
property. The resolution was then sent to
President Nelson for his consideration and
subsequently to the Board of Regents.
Another resolution approved by the Committee was for the abolition of the recognition
policy thus releasing campus organizations
from University control, regulation or supervision unless they are established by, or financed through the University. H the proposal
becomes effective, new policies must then be
drafted regarding the use of the University's
facilities and name.
GANT ELECTED PRESIDENT
Student elections were held March 11.
Michael Gant, Huntington sophomore, was
elected president. Chosen vice-president of the
student body was Madeline Stover, Beckley
junior.
"COLLEGIANS" MAKE DEBUT
A new group, the Marshall University
Collegians, presented its first public concert
on February 25. Under the direction of Prof.
]. D. Folsom, the eighteen-piece stage band
played a program of pop blues and rhythm
music, but chiefly jazz. The program was, in
the words of a reviewer, "short, sweet and
wild." The musicans received a standing ovation at the conclusion of the performance.
On March 1, the Marshall Symphonic
Band presented a concert of festival music with
Prof. Robert Oark directing.
The annual spring Young People's Concert
was presented March 8 at the Keith Albee
Theaue. A joint production of the Music Department, the Woman's Club of Huntington
and the Cabell County Board of Education,
the concert was conducted by Prof. Alfred
Lanegger and narrated by Prof. Leo lmperi,
and featured works by Mozart and Mendelssohn.
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Branch B. Rickey, grandson of the late,
legendary general manager of the old
Brooklyn Dodgers, was at Marshall in
March recruiting students for the Peace
Corps. His grandfather, also named Branch
Rickey, developed championship teams in
St. Louis, Brooklyn, and PittSburgh.

Marshall's fraternity men and sorority
women recently collected $1,716.99 in a
door-to-door canvas in the Huntington area
for the Bill Hillen Kidney Fund.
Mr. Hillen, a former MU assistant football coach and West Virginia University
star end, developed a kidney ailment two
years ago which has required that his blood
be filtered through an artificial kidney machine. He has been notified by Vanderbilt
University Hospital that he is next in line
for a transplant operation when a suitab!e
donor is found. The cost of that operation
will be $20,000.
The drive to raise the money has been
conducted throughout West Virginia.

Jim Lawhorn as one of the "organization
men" in How To Succeed •••

Darrell Fetty (left) and Benny Key (right)
join in office party shenanigans with Anne
Woodall in How To Succeed •••

DR. ALAN SIMPSON

MUSICAL A BIG SUCCESS
One of the highlights of the semester was
the presentation of the Pulitzer Prize-winning
musical comedy HOW TO SUCCEED IN
BUSINESS WITHOUT REALLY TRYING, a
joint production of the Deparanents of Music
and Speech.
Presented March 11-14, the hilarious production played to sell-out audiences nearly the
entire run. It was difficult to tell who had the
most fun - the audience or the cast. A satire
on modern business methods and the every
day vultures who have to "get ahead or else,"
the show tells the story of a young man's
climb from window washer to chairman of the
board of a large corporation by following the
simple rules in a book.
Dr. Elaine Novak, professor of speech,
was the general director; musical direction was
by Richard L Barbour, assoc. prof. of music.

best film of 1961, it presents the story of a
young woman's plunge into madness.
Other films presented by the Society this
semester were, "Black Orpheus," "Forbidden
Games," "The Gold Rush," and "Wild Strawberries."

the education institutions think that schools
are the "instruments for social change." He
contends that this is not true - that in actual·
ity, the student is to be the instrument for
social change and that it is the job of the
school to help the students become those instruments.
In commenting on left-wing movements,
he stated that they are asainst intellectualism
and try to disrupt the educational process. Unlike movements that set a specific goal, the
new movements have no set goals to reach.
According to Dr. Simpson, man is choosing
to ignore today's world problems, but they
must be dealt with and it should begin during
the college years.
Dr. Roland H. Nelson, MU President, introduced Dr. Simpson.
JOHNSON DENIED SUPREME COURT
HEARING
On March 23, the West Virginia Supreme
Court denied former MU basketball coach
Ellis Johnson a hearing on his petition for a
writ of mandamus seeking to have him rein.stated. Mr. Johnson, removed as head coach
following MU's indefinite suspension from
the Mid-American Conference for recruiting
irregularities and inadequate facilities, had
named the West Virginia Board of Regents
and President Roland Nelson as respondents
in the action. He had previously appealed the
decision to the Regents and was denied a hear·
ing there.
Former assistant football coach Peter
Kondos also petitioned the Supreme Court in
similar action; he was granted a hearing, but
final action on his petition has not been made.
Later in the m~nth, John;on instituted a
$100,000 civil rights suit in the U. S. District
Court here asking his reinstatement and damages. Named as respondents in that suit were:
Dr. Prince Woodard, the West Virginia Board
of Regents, Dr. Nelson, and John S. Callebs,
director of development. Dr. Nelson later filed
a counter-suit against Johnson. These .issues
are still pending.

"MESSIAH" PRESENTED
The Easter season was observed by the
presentation of Handel's "Messiah" by the
Marshall University Choral Union, and the
Marshall Community Symphony. Dr. Paul
Balshaw directed the 180-voice chorus. Over
the past several years, the Choral Union, whose
membership is open to the community, has
gained national recognition for its appearances
on NBC Radio's "Great Choirs of .America"
series. A long play stereo recording was made
from the concert.
ARTS AND CINEMA
The Marshall Arts and Cinema Society
brought to the campus on February 22, the
first experimental underground films ever to
be shown here. They were, "Mystery of
Chateaudice," by ·Man Ray, famed photographer-artist-designer-writer; "Sirius Remembered," a sentimental tale concerning the death
of a dog; and "Kinetic Pictures Two
Chickens."
The Swedish film "Through a Glass
Darkly' 'by Ingamar Bergin.an was presented
March 1. An Academy Award winner for the

FACULTY RECITALS
Several faculty recitals were held during
the semester.
Jane Hobson, mezzo-~prano, presented a
concert of sacred song in memory of Ruth
Campbell Hewitt, February 2. She was accompanied by several members of the music
faculty.
Dr. Jane Schleicher, soprano, presented a
program of French songs accompanied by Mrs.
Mary Shep Mann.
Also in February, Alfred Laneggar pre·
sented a violin concert with Dr. Paul Balshaw
accompanying.
In March, Dr. Paul Balshaw gave a voice
recital assisted by Jane Hobson and Bradford
DeVos.
The Faculty Woodwind Quintet performed
in concert on March 18.
Dr. Michael E. Cerveris ended the month
with a piano recital.
VASSAR HEAD SPEAKS
University honor students were gues~
March 19, along with honor students fr9111
the area high schools at the annual Honors
Seminar Convocation. The guests of honor
were recognized by Dr. A. Mervin Tyson, vice
president of academic affairs.
The speaker for the convocation was Dr.
"Alan Simpson, president of Vassar College,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. whose topic was l'The
Marks of an Educated Man." Dr. Simpson, a
native of England, received his B.A., M.A.,
and Ph.D. degrees from Oxford Univenity.
He has taught at the University of St. Andrews; the Law School, University College,
Dundee; and the University of Chicaso. He
was named president of Vassar in 1964.
Dr. Simpson said that people outside of
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BUDGET DISPUTE
Discussion of the 1970-71 budget led to a
difference of opinion between the majority of
the faculty and the administration concerning
the u~ to be made of the $597,548 increase
in personal services allocated by the Board of
Regents.
The original guidelines set down by the
Board for this allocation stated that a single
across-the-board percentage increase in salaries
was not desirable, and that priority should be
given to the improvement of salaries of current
personnel in lieu of employing additional
faculty personnel for the purpose of reducing
student-faculty ratios.
At a general meeting, March 24, however,
the faculty voted 97.73 for a 6% across-theboard raise for all rather than support the
merit increase plan which the administration
had proposed. The viewpoint of the administration was that the creation of nine new faculty
position was critical in order to reduce the un·
reasonably high student-faculty ratio with the
School of Business cited as an area of special
need. (The original request to the Board of
Regents was for seventy-two new positions.)
The remainder of the allocation would then be
used for merit increases to be determined by
each individual department.
The faculty resolution called for this
number of new positions to be reduced to
five with .everyone receiving a 6% increase.
At a subsequent meeting of the Executive
Committee, all the members of that committee
plus the academic deans refused unanimously
to approve the faculty resolution. The Com·
mittee's statement reaffirmed its belief that
the clear intent of the Board of Regents was
toward merit increases and that in the light of
the increased enrollment projections, additional
faculty is an absolute necessity.
Both statements were sent to the Board of
Regents.
STRIKE HALTS MARSHALL
CONSTRUCTION
On April 2, all area building construction
was halted when some 4000 members of the
Laborers District Council, AFL-CIO, went on
strike throughout West Virginia, as a result
of the expiration of a six-year contract.
Pickets and signs went up almost im·
mediately in front of the two MU projects currently underway. Affected by the strike were
approximately sixty men working on the Stu·
dent Center and thirty who were working on
the Communications Center.
Gene Morehouse, sports information di·
rector, expressed his concern about the work
involving the $800,000 renovation of Fairfield
Stadium, and hoped the strike would not last
long enough to curtail that project, bids for
which were opened, ironically, on the same day
at the Board of Regents office.
By May, with the strike still in progress,
an additional 11,000 workers from nine other
building trade unions had walked out. Tent·

ative completion dates for the two construction
projects on campus ·are now set at December,
1970, for the Communications Building, and
February, 1971, for the Student Center.
SCIENCE FAIR
The MU-sponsored Regional Science Fair
was held April 3 and 4 in Gullickson Hall.
Offering area junior and senior high school
students an opportunity to display their scientific talents, the fair encourages them to enter
scientific careers. Exhibitors were students who
had already won first place in their individual
school fairs. Exhibits were divided into junior
and senior categories and further divided into
the physical and biological sciences.
They were judged by eighteen area industrial and academic scientists. Several trophies were awarded with the grand prize win·
ners (one boy and one girl) receiving all-ex·
penses-paid trips to the National Science Fair,
Baltimore, Md.
MUSIC FESTIVAL
A greatly expanded program greeted those
who participated in the third annual Contemporary Music Festival held at Marshall
University, April 2-4.
Designed to stimulate creativity in students
of serious music, the festival is the joint pro·
duction of the Department of Music and the
2'.eta Eta chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,
national music honorary. This year, for the
first time, the festival drew students from
other colleges and universities in the area.
The program for the opening afternoon in·
eluded a lecture, "An Historical Perspective
of Contemporary Music,'' by Prof. Bradford
DeVos. That evening a concert was presented

President Roland H. Nelson, Jr. showing
Orin E. Atkins, chairman of MU's Advisory
Board and president of Ashland Oil, Inc.,
around during his visit to the Marshall
campus in March. The Board of Regents is
responsible for the appointment of a ad·
visory board for each state college and university. Speaking of the Advisory Board,
Mr. Atkins said, "I definitely think the Ad·
visory Board will give the University an
additional sense of independence in the
state as a whole and also strengthen its
posture in the state and the region."
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by the University Symphonic Choir and the
Symphonic Wind Ensemble, directed by Dr.
Paul Balshaw and Prof. Robert Clark, respectively. Two of the works presented were
conducted by their own comp::sers - Dr. Paul
W. Whear conducting his "Joyful-Jubilate,''
and "Dunlaps Creek" conducted by Dr. Gardner Read, composer-in-residence at Boston
University's School of Fine and Applied Arts,
and festival guest artist.
A morning convocation opened the second
day's program and presented Dr. Read, who
gave the keynote speech, ''The Dilemma of
Modern Notation.'' Performance problems of
contemporary choral music were discussed by
Dr. Richard Barbour, and of contemporary instrumental music by Prof. J. D. Folsom, that
afternoon.
One of the highlights of the festival was
the performances of the original student compositions. These were presented Friday after·
noon and were judged by Dr. Read for cash
awards.
Friday evening's concert featured the Mar·
shall Chamber Orchestra and small ensembles
conducted by Dr. Whear. Two members of
the faculty were honored at the concert. One
was Prof. Folsom who played the trumpet. solo
for a "Concertina for Trumpet and Wind
Ensemble" written by Dr. Walter S. Hartley
(last year's guest composer) and dedicated to
Prof. Folsom. The other was William B. StacY,
whose composition "Prelude, Soliloquy and
Contrapunctus" for saxophone quartet, was
played for the first time.
A reception for Dr. Read. followed the eve·
ning program.
Other features of the festival were: a panel
discussion on "The Role of the Composer and
His Relation to the Student and Professional
Musician" moderated by Dr. Whear, and a
banquet at the Hotel Frederick Saturday night
at which the awards were given for the student
compositions.
Student coordinator for the very successful
festival was Cantrell Miller, who worked with
a committee composed of faculty members, Dr.
Whear, Prof. Clark, and William Stacy, and
students, John Jones and Ronald Horton.
OPERA WORKSHOP
The most ambitious project yet undertaken
by the MU Opera Workshop was presented to
a near-capacity audience, April 8, when the
Department of Music put on its production of
Donizetti's "Don Pasquale.'' Sung in English,
the opera was well staged and smoothly directed. The result was a work of professional
calibre. In some of its comic moments - the
story concerns a hoax to force a mock marriage
so that young love will triumph - the opera
seemed almost like contemporary musical
comedy.
The MU Symphonic Choir presented its
final concert of the year April 29. Featured
was mezzo soprano Jane Hobson, singing
Mendelssohn's "Hear My Prayer."

EXECUTNE COMMITTEE ENLARGED
The Ad Hoc Committee for the Study of a
Faculty Merit System recommended to the MU
Executive Committee that Marshall's academic
deans be named as members to the Executive
Committee. The suggestion was unanimously
approved.

Wayne Goutierez' "Self Portrait"
Best-of-Show Award
ARTS FESTNAL
The Marshall University Arts Festival, an
effort to upgrade Marshall's art potential
through the media of music, cinematography,
creative dance, poetry and drama. was held
April S-11. The festival committee chose the
theme, "Man In His Moment," as a way of
"highlighting who man is - to revive the
spirit of man through art." Robert Borchert,
Weston junior and coordinator for the festival,
announced that all judging of exhibits would
be done by students rather than professional
judges. Each student attending the showings
was allowed tO cast one vote.
The Festival opened with the main exhibit
at the Campus Christian Center on Sunday,
April S. "Oowns of Disillusionment," a play
written by students was presented that evening
in Old Main Auditorium. Monday's "thing"
was fence painting at the Student Union with
materials provided by Kappa Pi, the art
honorary.
•
On Tuesday, a play by LeRoi Jones, ''The
Dutchman," was presented and the box
sculpture. exhibit was opened. Wednesday was
cinematography day as student-produced films
were shown at the Christian Center. Music was
featured on Thursday with student groups and
individual musicians performing.
Friday's activities included poetry, dance,
and a pantomime show ·in Old Main Auditorium. On Saturday, the closing day, winners
of the various exhibits were announced.
CHANCELLOR VISITS CAMPUS
Dr. Prince B. Woodard, chancellor of the
West Virginia Board of Regents, visited Marshall University in April marking his first official visit since becoming chancellor February
1. Speaking before the Huntingron Rotary
Oub, he explained that the above-average
budget increase granted Marshall this year is
in recognition of the necessity to develop Marshall as an "urban university."
Meeting later in the afternoon with President Roland H. Nelson, Dr. Woodard . commented that the moratorium on new construction at West Virginia colleges and universities
would probably be lifted in the "early summer
months" thus permitting ·some new construction to begin. His meeting with Dr. Nelson
dealt primarily with the University's problems
and needs.

The new members to the committee are:
Dr. Edward M. Collins, Jr., dean of College of
Arts and Sciences; Dr. A E. McCaskey, dean
of College of Applied Sciences; Dr. R. W.
Morell, dean of School of Business; Dr. Robert
B. Hayes, dean of Teachers College, and Dr.
John R. Warren, dean of Graduate School.
The executive committee serves as an advisory board to the President; it was created
by him in an attempt tO facilitate more ef.
fective communication between all segments of
the University. Previous members were: Dr.
Donald Dedmon, executive vice president and
chairman of the committee; Dr. A Mervin
Tyson, vice president of academic affairs;
Joseph C. Peters, director of finance; Joseph
S. Soto, vice president of business; Dr. Constantine W. Curris, director of student personnel programs; John S. Callebs, director of development; Olen E. Jones, assistant to the President.
CENTER DIRECTOR NAMED
Homer Davis, widely known civil rights
leader, was appointed to the position of director of the student relations center in April.
Davis, a Huntingron resident, was project officer for the Economic Development Administration in Huntingron under the U. S.
Department of Commerce. He also served as
director of the Fund for Reconciliation for the
United Methodist Church of which he is an
ordained minister.

part of his education. This center will be an
integral part of the total process of education
at Marshall."
GREEK WEEK
Annual Greek Week activities began Tuesday, April 14, with the keynote address by
Michael M. Morris, of Memphis, Tenn., national director of alumni affairs for the Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity. Mr. Morris, speaking
to a group gathered on the Student Union
lawn, discussed future trends for the Greek
system and its need for change. Among other
things, he predicted the rise of coeducational
fraternities.
A film "Is Greek A Dead Language?" was
the highlight of Wednesday's activities. Dr.
Constantine Curris, director of student personnel programs, spoke on ''The Future of the
Greek Systtm" on Thursday. Friday evening's
big event was the chariot race final on downtown Huntington's Fourth Avenue, followed by
a TGIF at the Library.
The week's activities came to a close after
Saturday morning's Greek games (including
bicycle races, comedy relays, cross-country
races, rug-of-war, a 100-yard dash, and a
shuttle relay) and a dance that evening.
Other special activities in April were lMPACT week, Earth Day, and the observance of
Shakespeare's birthday. Stories of these events
are on pages 12, 14, 6.

A graduate of West Virginia Stare College,
he was former president of the Charleston
branch of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP),
and past president of the United Neighborhood Interest Organization which is affiliated
with the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.
Davis terms himself a social activist which
he defines as being "someone who takes a
positive attitude, devoid of prejudices and rationalizations, in seeking to remove evils of
our social system."
In response to the question as to whether
or not the center ·would be available for use
by white students as well as black students, he
said that his personal observation did not refl~t the consensus of the students, but that,
as director, "if the goals for which all students
enrolled in higher education are to be obtained, then every facility of the University
must be for all students without exception. A
person who spends four years in an institution
of higher learning and is not exposed to all
that the University has to offer, is missing
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Mrs. Lillian H. Buskirk, associate dean of
students, has resigned effective July 1. An
administrator at Marshall since 1937, Dean
Buskirk had served under four MU presidents.
She had suffered a heart attack in February,
and although she has recovere:I and can lead
a normal life, she has been advised by her
doctors to retire.
Dean Buskirk received her undergraduate
degree at Marshall and her Master's degree
from Columbia University. She was appointed
dean of women in 1945. Recently her tide
was changed to associate dean allowing her
to counsel both men and women.

IMPACT '70
The third annual IMPACT week came to
Marshall April 19-25. Sponsored by the MU
Student Government, it featured prominent
speakers of diverse political philosophies from
many parts of the country on a variety of
topics.
Jim Slicer, coordinator for the first one
held in 1968, described IMPACT week as a
symposium designed to help a growing university meet the growing problems of the
world. This year's coordinator, Pete O'Dell,
Ravenswood senior, said he felt IMPACT
should be an effort to bring prominent speakers to campus who had original ideas in the
areas where controversy exists.
The general theme of IMP ACT week was
"Looking Ahead to the Seventies." This was
done through movies, discussions, speakers, a
magazine, and the Barfenon Revue.

Krassner A Dud

REV. MALCOLM BOYD

The distinction of being the first IMPACT
speaker went to the Rev. Malcolm Boyd, 46year-old Episcopal priest of the Washington,
D. C. diocese, who spoke Tuesday evening on
"The Role of Religion in a Militaristic
Society." Sometimes called a "rebel with a
clerical collar," Boyd is known across American
campuses as "chaplain-at-large" for college students.
He has served :is rector in slum-area
churches and as assistant priest in two black
parishes. His series of articles on civil rights
in 1956 won for him the Catholic Press Association's prize for journalism. Using various
media (folk singing, jazz, movies, etc.) to
get his message across, he carries his ministry
to campus beer joints, discotheques, movie
houses and stages.
In his speech, the author of "Are You
Running With Me, Jesus?" charged that the
present day church is not meeting the needs
of all the people. He said that since the church
had become part of the status quo, modern
religion had failed. The churcl:., he pointed
out, should be for the poor, but poverty groups
are usually the ones who do not attend. He
predicted that society would eventually dispense
with denominational divisions and that religion would become more ecumenical.
Currently a Fellow at Yale University, Mr.
Boyd also spoke out against the Greek system
of fraternities and sororities for religious and
racial discrimination.

Earth Day
Wednesday, April 22, was set aside as
Earth Day on campuses across the nation. The
activities ot° that day were co-sponsored by
the IMPACT group and ENACT, MU's environmental action group. (See story page 14)

He suggested a redistribution of population
so rural areas can be put to use and cities relieved of their crowded conditions. The appreciative audience enjoyed his definition of
IMPACT week as a week when you are allowed to have people come on campus to speak
who aren't normally permitted there.

Probably the most disappointed audience
was the group of about 400 which heard Paul
Krassner, editor of The Realist," the first
"underground" publication, Thursday evening
in Gullickson Hall. Krassner, one of the
original founders of the Yippie movement and
active in the New Left movement, was slated
to speak on "Censorship." Many of the approximately 200 people who left during his
speech were disappointed at his failure to even
touch upon his announced subject. Instead the
poet, editor, critic and television personality,
discussed several other topics including LSD
and the credibility gap.
One student sterned to sum up Mr. Krassner's '"impact" by saying, "He has some good
ideas, but he isn't coming through!"

Former McCarthy Speech
Writer

DR. NATHAN HARE
The sound of laughter seemed to be the
keynote to the Wednesday evening speech of
sociologist Dr. Nathan Hare, author of "A
Darker Shade of Black: Notes of a Black Professor," and publisher of "Black Scholar" magazine. Speaking to a crowd of approximately
500 on the Student Union Lawn, Dr. Hare delighted his audience on several · occasions with
his quick satirical wit as he spoke on the subject, "A Sociologist Looks to the 70's."
The former chairman of the department of
black studies at San Francisco State College
was able to bring his listeners back to serious
contemplation, however, as he discussed some
of the changes he would like to see made. He
said the economic system should be modified
so "one percent of the people of the United
States would not control the wealth while the
others are hungry." He commented on the po·
litical system, and in discussing the educational
system, said that our society needs a new type
of scholarship "because not only has the white
man mis-educated the black man, he has also
mis-educated himself." He believes that blacks
will prove to be the catalyst in this endeavor.
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Friday evening's program had been originally billed as a debate between Jeremy
Larner, a former speech writer for Eugene
McCarthy in his 1968 presidential campaign,
and author of "Nobody Knows • . • Reflections on the McCarthy Campaign," and Senator Gale McGee, Democrat ~f Wyoming, on
the subject of the Vietnam War. Senator McGee, however, was called to Washingron for
some hearings resulting from the postal strike;
Mr. Larner, therefore, spoke alone.
The audience of about 250 heard the
long-haired, bearded advocate of non-violence,
deplore the fact that the "Chicago 7" had been
made into national leaders. He said the publicity given them and the image they had made
will make "young people think it is the right
thing to do to bomb ... and close colleges."
Asserting that the most effective means of
inducing change is through political power,
Mr. Larner said he felt that the seizure of
power would not work in America. "The way
to get power in the United S:a:es is open," he
stated, "and as long as the avenues of power
are open, then this is not a totalitarian society."

"Chic·ago 7" Figure
The activities of the last d ..y began with a
speech by Dr. John Froines, one of two members of the "Chicago 7" figures to be acquitted
of all charges. All of the seven were acquitted
of the conspiracy-to-riot charges but five were
found guilty of seeking to promote a riot
through individual acts. One of the convicted
five, David Dellinger, had been previously
scheduled to speak, but another commitment

in Hawaii caused him to cancel his engagement.
Dr. Froines, who holds a Ph.D. in chemistry, spoke to about 400 students on the Student Union lawn Saturday afternoon, telling
them that "the establishment" is out to get
the young generation and they should strike
back at every opportunity. According to him,
the riot at the 1968 Democratic convention
was brought on by police attacking the demonstrators with clubs.

Barfenon Revue
One of the highlightS of IMPACT week
is always the Barfenon Revue, the satirical
look at local and national life which is written
and produced by studentS. Preknted each
evening during the week, the final performances always play to standing-room-only
audiences.
The third annual sacred cow slaughter was
directed this year by Terry Goller, and though
the heavy satire was there, it was without the
bitterness of last year's production.
Performed with enthusiasm and vitaliry by
its cast of thirty, the Revue satirized such subjects as: contraceptives, religion, the news
media, and a mythical Parshall University and
some of its more controversial (?) personalities.
With writing that was snappy, sophisticated
and completely in tune with the times, the
format was the black-out, short-sketch type.
NBC's "Julia" was one of the national
programs satirized, while a poke was also
taken at the local news, weather and sports
shows, and a kiddie show called Captain Cartoon.
Interspersed throughout the week were
various features such as jazz and rock concerts, movies, and impromptu discussions. An
IMPACT magazine was published. The 32page booklet contained articles by members of
the University community together with biographies of the participants and schedules of each
day's aaivfties.
Two th6usand dollars from the IMP ACT
budget of $12,000 was allocated for the magazine. The largest percentage of the total budget
($f!000) went for speakers' fees and expenses,
while the remainder was used for the movies,
receptions, publicity, etc.
Past IMPACT highlights were recalled by
some who fe~t that the week was beginning to
lose its popularity. Year One saw such head·
liners as poet Allen Ginsberg, black comedian
Dick Gregory, and then-Vice President Hubert
Humphrey, who all but announced his candidacy for President.
Last year's program presented the late
Bishop James Pike and Robert Welch, leader
of the John Birch Society. One speaker who
caused a great deal of uproar before he even
arrived was the avowed Communist, Herbert
Aptheker, but whose unenlightening speech
produced hardly a ripple.

Picking up the children after school offered fewer traffic problems in the early years of
the century than it does today. On the other hand, Mom or Dad had to hitch the horse to
the buggy, instead of merely flicking an ignition switch to get started. The picture above
shows parents waiting on 16th St. at 4th Ave. for their youngsters to emerge from the
Marshall College Lab"ratory School, then located in Old Main. Below, we get a closer
view of the children. Most of the little girls appear lo be wearing dark-colored stockings
and many are attired in fancy, wide-brimmed hats. Most of the bays are clad in "knickers"
and long socks, although at least one is barefoot.

MATCHING

FUNDS

CONTRIBUTIONS

NEEDED

To meet our 1969-70 commitment (9-1 matching funds) to sustain our National
Defense Student Loan Program, $18,534 in institutional funds is needed. At the present
time, $8,439 has been received by our Student Financial Aid Office. This leaves $10,095
which must be deposited before June 30, 1970.
Secondly, our 11nofficial allocation under the NDSL program for 1970- 71 is pegged
at $206,731. Our matching share for the coming year tentatively will be $22,970. We are
awarding financial aid for the coming year on the assumption that those matching funds
will be realized.
We urge you to remember this need when considering your "Commitment to
Marshall" gift.
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Wednesday, April 22, was observed across
the nation in all states and on over 700 college
and universiry campuses as Earth Day, a day
durins which attention was focused on the destruction wrought by man on his own environmenL
At Marshall, the day for the observation
fell during IMPACT week. Its activities were
therefore co-sponsored by the IMPACT coordinating committee and ENACT (Environmental Aaion), a new sroup on campus. ENACT was formed earlier this year by srudents
interested in playing an active part in
anti-pollution w0rk.
Much spade work had been done to prepare
the srudents, faculty and staff for the day's
activities. For instance, an environmental teachin was held March 5. The mornins session
fearured a one.-hour film dealins with the immediate dangers of pollution .to our society.
That afternoon, four short lectures were given
with a question-and-answer period following
each leaure.
The first speaker was· Duncan Williams,
MU assoc. prof. of Enslish, who spoke on the
problems related to an unconuolled population
growth. He quoted Dr. Paul R. Ehrlich, noted
population biology expert from Stanford University as s:i.ying that every four days we add
more people to the earth than have been killed
in all the wars put together. He went on .to
show how desperately needed was some "sane,
comprehensive, and cohesive plan for world
population conuol." Dr. A. E. M<:Caskey, dean
of the College of Applied Science, speaking on
water pollution, related water quality directly
to the pollution problem.
Air pollution was discussed by Carl Beard,
executive director of the West Virsinia Air
Pollution Control Commission, who said that
the state's pollution law is "excellent," but
"we don't have the necessary funds to enforce
it." He concluded that the state's biggest pollution problem was a "severe lack of money.''
Richard Jennings, MU English instruaor, concluded the program with an analysis of the

effects of pollution on the overall quality of
life.
Another campus-wide environmental tearhin was held March 19. Afrer a brief introductory talk, the audience was divided into
three groups - each discussing a different
area of pollution - water, air, and soil. The
groups then researched pollution in the Tristate area and prepared reports and recommended corrective actio:i for use on Earth Day.
On April 15, Dr. Joseph LaCascia, chmn.
of the dept. of economics, spoke at the Campus
Christian Center durins its Encounter Series

The death of air pollution was symbolized
when members of Alpha Sigma Phi buried
a car engine on campus. By burying a
"symbol of destruction," the students hoped
to dramatize the need for pollution control.
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on "Production for Profit Equals Pollution?"
Other activities leadins up to Earth Day
were: a bicycle protest, a "cleanup of Ritter
Park day," a symbolic burial of air pollution,
and a dirty pieture contest. For the pieture
competition, a $5 prize was awarded for the
best picrure of a garbage or pollution situation
in the area. The pietures submitted were used
in the Earth Day displays. Another $5 award
was siven to the person creatins the mos1
distinctive "sculprure" using uash or othe1
pollutant materials.
The actual Earth Day activities began wid
a morning session film concerning air pollu·
tion in the Huntington-Ashland area, which
was produced by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
Representatives of several area industries
were present to discuss what their plans are
with reference to the control of air pollution.
The keynote speaker was Dr. James Dooley,
administrative head of the New England Conservatory of Health, who drew the largest
audience of IMPACT week as he spoke at
noon on the Srudent Union lawn to a crowd
of about 800 srudents. The professor of environmental science told his audience that the
world is in grave danger. He said that something "had gone wrons with the world that
once saw only its elderly affliaed with cancer
and now has children sufferins from the
disease before they are even born.''
.
"The damage a person ,gets from breathing the air in Boston is equal to smoking 40
cigarettes per day," he said. Pointing out that
many of the nation's waterways were beyond
hope, he went on to say, "We've already had
a funeral for Lake Erie. The Mississippi is dying and just look at the Ohio River - you
can color it fecal matter brown."
Dr. Dooley also deplored damage to wildlife and narure; "We're living in a world too
toxic for eagles, and the easle is the strongest
bird of them all. In Californ.a, the redwoods,
which date before Moses, may net survive this
decade.''

At 4 P. M. on the Student Union lawn,
former State Senator Paul Kaufman said that
Carl Beard of the State Air Pollution Control
Commission "lacked enthusiasm and represented industrial viewpoints." Mr. Kaufman,
who has been active in anti-pollution efforts
for several years, said that industry was "incapable and unwilling" to control pollution and
that the general public would have to boycott
them in order to make any difference.
A panel discussion that evening at the
Campus Christian Center ended the teach-in.
With the subject ''Choose Life," it featured
four MU faculty members, Dr. E. S. Hanrahan,
Dr. Douglas Holden, Dr. Ronald Scrudato, and
Dr. Harold Ward, who discussed the theme of
anti-pollution and then answered questions
from the audience. One pertinent question
concerned what the "common man" could do
as an individual. Suggestions were: Don't buy
products in disposable bottles or cans; don't
buy a car without effective anti-pollutant devices.
Leon Jaroff, science editor for TIME magazine, had been originally scheduled to speak
on Earth Day, but due to an assignment had
to postpone his appearance until Saturday,
the closing day of IMPACT week. At that
time, he spoke to an audience of about 200
on the population explosion.

Some of the 75 students who worked all day Saturday, March 7, gathering up litter in Huntington's Ritter Park. A certificate cf appreciation
from the city was presented to the group for their efforts. A spokes·
man for the group said the cleanup was to demonstrate a constructive
example of how individual citizens can clean up their immediate environment with a little effon.
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DEPARTMENT NEWS •••
ART
Dr. Arthur S. Carpenter,
chairman of the department,
has been elected a member of
the advisory board of the
newly-formed West Virginia State Art Council
of Higher Education.
Instructor Paul E. McKeegan has had
sculpture accepted for two competitions: The
22nd Annual Ceramic and Sculpture Show at
the Butler Institute of American Art, Youngstown, Ohio, and the 47th Annual Juried Exhibition at the Akron An Institute, Akron, Ohio.
BIBLE AND RELIGION
"William James on the
One and the Many" is the
title of an article by Prof.
John Goodwin which appeared in the ]011mal Of Wesl Virgini4
Philosophical Socie111 1970.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Dr. Jon P. Shoemaker
spoke on "American Trypanosomiasis" to the medical
staff of the VA hospital,
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arrangement of a Tertiary Amine Oxide," in
the Journal of the American Chemical Society,
1970, and co-authored by two undergraduate
students at Marshall University.
Dr. Melvyn W. Mosher. "Polar Radicals
Ill. A Case Against Anchimeric Assistance in
the Bromination of 1-Bromobutane," in the
Journal of the American Chemical Society,
12/17 /69. Also "Free Radical halogenation
of deuteriochloroform" in the Canadian
Journal of Chemistry, 1969.
Dr. C. B. Sharma. "Phosphoinositides of
the Seeds of Gossypium Hirsutum," in the
]. A•. Oil Che•isls' Socie111 2/70.
Several members of the department have
also presented seminars and speeches. Among
them: Dr. M. R. Chakrabarty. "Applications of
Ligand Field Theory to Transition Metal Complexes," to the American Chemical Society
Student Affiliate Meeting at Fairmont State
College in March. Also "NMR Spectra of
Pyridines," at Wheeling College in February.
Dr. E. S. Hanrahan, dept. chma"., was a
guest at a Chemistry Symposium at Bluefield
Stare College. He talked to undergraduate students on the subject of the role of chance in
scientific discovery, met with chemistry classes,
and consulted with faculty on matters relating
to curriculum.
Dr. Arthur R. Lepley. "NMR Emission and
Enhanced Absorption," at California State College at Los Angeles; the Naval Weapon Center, China Lake, California; the University of
C~ifornia at Davis; and the University of
Wisconsin. Dr. Lepley is currently on leave
of absence.
Dr. Joseph L. Roberts. "Computers in
Chemistry,'' at Salem College, West Virginia.
He also demonstrated the use of a remote teletype terminal to Pfovide student access to the
PDP-8/1 Computi:r.

ern Illinois University, and
fotmer chairman of the department here, presented a seminar entitled,
"Higher Education in the U.S.S.R." in April.
Dr. Wotiz spent four months in the Soviet
Union in 1969 in an exchange program between the United States and the U.S.S.R.
Academies of Sciences. He traveled extensively,
visiting universities and institutes in Siberia,
Georgia, Armenia, Uzbekistan, and Leningrad.
In his talk, he compared the scope and quality
between the metropolitan and provincial instiECONOMICS
tutions in Russia and also the differences beDr. William P. Wadtween educational efforts in Russia and the
brook will be joining the deUnited States.
partment in September, 1970,
Dr. Fred Basolo, professor and chairman
as an associate professor in
of the department of chemistry at Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, met with economics. He received his Ph.D. from the
Tufts University Fletcher School of Law and
members of the department in February to dis·
Diplomacy, and is coming -from Trinity Colcuss research in progress and to serve as a conlege, Hartford, Conn., where he is presently
sultant on curriculum revision. The depart·
teaching.
ment is considering several major changes in
its curriculum which will provide more flexiENGLISH
bility and freedom of choice for the individual
Another in the departstudent.
\,1~ ment's series of "mini-conSeveral members of the department have
~ · ferences" for creative writing
recently published ankles. Among them are:
~~ ~ was held March 12. Featured
Dr. John \'V. Larson. "Entropies of Sodium - was Chris Connell, award winning student
journ~ist from Princeton University. Dr. Harry
and Hydroxide Ions and the Thermodynamics
of Ionization of Water," in the ]011mal Of
Barba, MU's director of · creative writing,
Physical Che•istry, 2/5/70.
founded the conference here. Noting that the
Dr. Anhur R. Lepley. "Proton Magnetic
idea was born at Marshall last spring, he comResonance Emission in the lntramolecular Remented that it had spread to many campuses
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across the nation. "It was innovative because
it was the first conference where fledgling professional writers, still in college, served on the
staff as panelists, solo speakers and classroom
lecturers on a level with established professional writers."
A story by Dr. Barba, "A Letter to the
Corinthians," has been named one of the fifty
best stories published in 1969, and listed in
the Martha Foley Series, The Best American
Shon Stories of 1969. The story originally appeared in the North A•erican Review.
Mrs. Louise S. Bailey, asst. prof., has been
named to the 1970 edition of PMsonalilies Of
The So111b.
Peter Fei, asst. prof., received his Ph. D.
in linguistics from the University of Michigan
in May.
Dr. Robert Gerke, asst. prof., presented a
paper "The Child and Poetry" at a recent
poetry conference in Charleston, W. Va. He
has also recently published two poems: ''Thy
Teeth as Flocks of Sheep" in Po8"'s Pro•
The HWs, 1970, and "What is Lost?" in the
Winter issue of So111hem Ht1•ani1ies Review.
Dr. Alben Roberts Halley, a former chairman of the department of English of Marshall
University, died recently in Baltimore, Md., at
the age of 87. He received his undergraduate,
degree from Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tenn., and his doctor of medicine degree from
Harvard University. He served with the Army
Medical Corps during the construction of the
Panama Canal in 1906. He retired from
Marshall staff in 1946.
The ~epartment sponsored the 10th annual
English Institute in April. The first session
featured Lionel Wiggam, award-winning poet
and playwright, who spoke to a morning convocation on the topic "Love in American Fie·
tion • • • if Any" and to an evening meeting
on "Poetry .•• Who Needs it?"
The second session was held two weeks
later when John Ciardi appeared in conjunc·
tion with the dedication of the Shakespeare
Room. (See story page 6.)
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~~1'!~ GEOLOGY

Two grants amounting ~
$29,150 have been awarded
by the National Science
Foundation. One of them,
$18,700, goes to Dr. Michael Bortino, assoc.
prof., for continuing research in the field of
geo·chronology (determining the age of rocks
and from this information forming theories as
to their history). This grant a!so includes the
use of a gas-mass spectrograph, on loan from
the Goddard Space Flight center in Greenbelt,
Md.
The other grant, $10,450, will be applied
towards scientific ·research, education in the
•

•

"l

•

sciences, and supplementing exisdq research
projects.
Three papers were presented by department faculty and students at a recent meeting
of the Southeastern Geological Society of

Am~""'
;n ux;:t:~"';=.:·a:'=
die Eastern History at Ohio
State University, spoke at
Marshall at an afternoon convocation. The first
lecturer to be sponsored by the Twentieth
Sueet Bank's Visiting Leaureship in History,
Dr. Fisher spoke on "Arab Nationalism and
the Middle East Crisis." The author of several
books concerned with the Middle East, he also
spoke at a banquet that evening at the Uptowner Inn on the subject, "The Middle East
Crisis and American Interests."
Dr. Thomas D. Clark, distinguished professor of American History at Indiana University, spoke on "The South in This Age of
Change," in March. The occasion was the 2nd
annual Haynes-Bankers Life Lecture in History.
"The South needs to get over the Civil War
once and for all," said the author of some sixteen books concerned with the history of the
South and the American frontier. "I was a
grown boy ready to go to college before I
knew those pictures of Stonewall Jackson and
Robert E. Lee hanging on our walls weren't
our relatives.''
He was frequently critical of his homeland
- he is a native of Mississippi - but optimistic about its future. Dr. Oark spoke again
that evening at a banquet honoring both him
and members of Phi Alpha Theta, national
history honor society, on the subject "The
Lingering Heritage of the Frontier."
In April, the Twentieth Sueet Bank Visit·
ing Lecture Series brought Dr. Harry T. Williams, professor of history at Louisiana State
University to Marshall. Speaking on "The Politics of Huey P. Long," the nationally known
authority on the Civil War drew a comparison
between Long and Che Guevara, saying that
WALLS MEMORIAL NAMED
The geological collection recently
donated to the Marshall University
Foundation, Inc., has been designated by
the anonymous donor to honor the memory of Lt. Col. James L. Walls, 1949
graduate of Marshall University. (See
alumni deaths.)
The collection, located on third floor
of Science Hall, consists of more than
4,000 specimens, part of which were purchased from Professor Raymond Janssen.
Marshall officials have indicated that
a plaque acknowledging the memorial to
Col. Walls will be placed with the collection. The collection will remain on the
Marshall campus.

"both were willing to go outside the established system in order to bring about radical
change." He rejected the "demagogue" and
"dictator" labels often applied to Long, preferring instead to call him by a term coined
by longshoreman-philosopher Eric Hoffer "mass leader."
Dr. Williams spoke again that evening at
a banquet on the subject, "Abraham Lincoln
and Jefferson Davis as War Leaders.''
HOME ECONOMICS
Dr. Grace Bennett, dept.
• chmn., presented a paper on
"Consumer Concerns for the
Food Supply" at the West
Virginia Conference on Food, Nuuition and

H~fAiJ~~~f~~ ~:

Lou Jenkins, MU director of
_
special education, was presented in March, when Dr. Bernice B. Baumgartner, coordinator of progr~ms for the
mentally retarded for the Pennsylvania Division of Health and Welfare spoke at Marshall
on "Trends in Curricula for the Mentally Retarded.'' Dr. Baumglrtner has worked with
the mentally retarded both in the classroom
and in administrative positions; she has also
published numerous articles and papers in the
area of special education.
Dr. Paul B. Walter, associate professor of
education at the University of Virginia in
Charlottesville, lectured in April. Dr. Walter
served as consultant psychologist to the
children's rehabilitation center at Charlottes·
ville and to numerous schools throughout the
nation. While here, he met with students of
special education.
A Guide To Humt1n Righ/.s, by Dr.
Paul D. Hines, MU director of special programs, and Dr. Leslie Wood of the Indiana
University faculty, has been chosen as one of
·the outstanding education books of 1968-69
by the National Education ~sociation. Twenty
books were chosen for recognition from among
380 submitted for consideration.
A $61,300 grant has been given the department of special education by the U. S. Office of Education.
JOURNALISM
The department hosted
the 35th Annual United
High School Press Association in March. The meeting
featured a series of critiques of school papers
and yearbooks, addresses, and workshops.
MATHEMATICS
Pi Mu Epsilon, national
honorary mathematics fraternity, has granted a charter
.'
to the department. The fra·
•
ccrniry, formed in 1914 to promote scholarly
activity in mathematics, elects members on an
honorary basis according to their proficiency in
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math. In order to qualify for a chapter, the
petitioning institution must be of the university grade in faculty, academic standards
and equipment.
At a dinner held for the installing of the
Marshall Beta Chapter, Dr. J. E. Eaves, chairman of the department of mathematics at West
Virginia University, presented the charter and
spoke.
MODERN LANGUAGES
The department has recently completed a study of
the foreign language needs
of its area of service, with
the objective of determining what the department can do to meet these needs. It was found
that the three languages in most frequent use
in the local business community are, in order
of priority, Spanish, German, and French.
These a,re the three languages taught in the
department. Of the three language skills in
use, reading takes first priority, with speaking, second, and writing, third.
The types of businesses reporting daily use
of one or more foreign languages are: colors
and pigments, electrical engineering, credits
and collections, ultramarine products, and
nickel products. Other firms report 11:5ing a
foreign language weekly or monthly. The enthusiastic response to the study on the part of
business leaders and the news media indicates
a vigorous interest in language study in our
area.
Dr. John L. Martin, dept. chmn., has been
selected to be listed in the 1969-70 Di,1ionary of lmernalional Biography. He was
honored for his achievements in Spanish. A
graduate of Marshall, he has been on the
faculty since 1935 and has contributed to
the Oxford University Press, the University of
Guatemala Press and professional journals. He
is also listed in Who's Who In Ameri,a, The
Dire,lory Of American Scholars, and the Na1ional Dire'1ory Of Latin Americanists Of The
Library Of Congress.
Dr. Walter H. Perl, prof. of German, now
on sabbatical leave in Vienna, Austria, has
published another volume from the esrate of
the Austrian poet, statesman and philosopher
Andrian, who "'clied in 1951. It is Andrian's
chief prose work, "Der Garten der Erkenntnis,"
(garden of knowledge). Dr. Perl is now working on· further volumes of Andrian's earlier
writing and a history of Austrian symbolism.
PHILOSOPHY
Dr. Howard A. Slaate,
dept. chmn., is the author of
two articles which appeared
in the Journal Of West
Virginia Philosophict1l So,iety, 1970. They
are: "The Creative Writer's Philosophical
Responsibility" and "Psychobiology's Near
Break-through to the Mind."
Dr. John Plett also had two articles appearing in the same journal: "Operation Atti·
tude: An Exercise in Phenomenology of

History" and "What's the Matter with Matter?"
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
- WOMEN
The department sponsored a volleyball clinic,
April 1, and a tumbling and
!>;ymnastics clinic, April 9, at Milton (W. Va.)
High School.
In a contest to select an emblem for the
women physical education majors to wear on
their gym suits and blazers, one submitted by
Miss Jody Lambert, Kenova (W. Va.) freshman, was chosen.
The women's Intercollegiate basketball
team was undefeated this year in seven games.
The team also won the Marshall Invitational
Basketball Tournament which included teams
from Concord and West Liberty State.
A workshop on teaching women's gym·
nasties will be held June 19-July 1 and will
carry two graduate credits.
PHYSICS AND PHYSICAL
SCIENCE
Dr. Donald C. Martin,
dept.
chmn., represented
,
Marshall at the Solar Con·
ference ot teachers of astronomy held at East
Carolina University, Greenville, N. C., March
6 and 7. The eclipse of the sun, which was
total at that vantage point, was the first total
eclipse within the continental United States
since 1963, and will be the last one this

'~~
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POLITICAL SCIENCE
Dr. Soo Bock Choi, assoc.
prof. is the author of "John
Dewey's Notion of Political
Process" which appeared in
the Journal O f WeJI Virginia PhiloJophical
Socie11, 1970.
Instructor Dan C. Heldman, participating
in "Soviet Union Week" at Morris Harvey
College, presented talks on "An American
Looks at the Soviet Union" and "Soviet Leadership in the Seventies."
PSYCHOWGY
,
Gary Schwendiman, in·
strucror in psychology, has
been selected for the 1970
edition
of
"Outstanding
Young Men of America." The American
Psychological Association has also named him
as one of the ten outstanding young psychologists in the United States and Canada. He
is currently working on his doaorate degree
at Brigham Young University.
SOCIOLOGY
Dr. Norman Simpkins,
dept. chmn., recently an·
nounced an Appalachian
studies program in which
students may take l~-21 hours of electives
through different departments in courses pertaining to Appalachia. These departments in·
elude economics, geography, history, social

studies and anthropology. "Appalachia has a
respectable history and culture; people of this
area should know about it," Dr. Simpkins said.
Professor Ram N. Singh presented a paper
on "Status Consistency and Fertility" at the
Population Association of America Me~ting,
Atlanta, Ga., in April.

SPE!:~ than a dozen members of the department have
participated in the writing
and editing of The F11nJa.
10en1alJ Of Speech-Comm11nicalion, a textbook
which will be used in the introductory
speech course beginning with the fall term,
1970. The staff is also preparing a series of
television lessons which will complement the
material in the textbook. An experimental
project, it is not known to have been attempted
elsewhere.
The department initiated its new "Distin·
guished Lecture Series in Broadcasting," with
the appearance March 3 of William Shafer,
vice president of American Research Bureau,
as the featured speaker. This series is designed
to serve the needs of students and faculty of
broadcasting, staffs of radio and television sta·
tions, and West Virginia's broadcasting community. Other speakers in the series were: Dr.
Walter B. Emery, professor and coordinator
of the Communications Area at Ohio State
University; Jay A. Kyle, Assistant Chief Hear·
ings Examiner, Federal Communications Com·
mission, Washington, D. C.; and 0. Leonard
Press, Director of Kentucky Educational Television, Lexington.
In February, the department sponsored the
second annual MU High School Forensics
Tournament as Marshall played host to more
than 200 students from 21 high schools
throughout the state. Jack Brown, MU's instructor of speech and director of the tourna·
ment, said, "The tournament provides an opportunity for outstanding high school speech
students to demonstrate skills in communica·
ti on." Students competed in the areas of debate, oratory, oral interpretation and duet act·
ing.
The department also hosted the regional
tournament for the High School Forensic
League and Drama Festival in March. Fifty
students from seven schools participated in
extemporaneous speaking, public address,
oratorical declamation, radio announcing, de·
bate and one-act plays. Judges were John
Benjamin, direcror of Huntington's Community Players, Richard Settle, manager of
WMUL-TV, and members of the department.
The tournament was under the supervision of
Dr. Beverly Cortes.
The MU Speech and Hearing Center has
been granted registration as an approved
clinical service program by the Professional
Services Board of the American Speech and
Hearing Association.
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HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW
YOUR UNIVERSITY?
1. What is the total number of full time
faculty at Marshall University? Part-time?
2. What percentage of full time faculty holds
terminal degrees?
3. Of the full time faculty, what percentage
holds the academic rank of full professor?
Associate professor? Assistant professor?
4. What is the average salary for a full professor at Marshall?
~.

What was the 1969-70 appropriation for
operating expenses by the West Virginia
Legislarure?

6. What percentage increase is there in the
1970-71 budget?
7. Since 1946, the University has consuucted
how many new classroom buildings?
8. Plans call for the construction of what
building nen?
9. The last annual giving campaign received
gifts from how many alumni?
10. How many faculty members were added
last year?
11. Representing recruitment from how many
States?
12. How many of these new faculty members
hold terminal degrees?

13. How many faculty members received
doctorates this year?
14. What was the total financial aid to sN·
dents from all sources (excluding athletic
scholarships) during the last fiscal year?

n.

How much did the Library spend last year
for books, periodicals and manuscr~pts?

16. Which dean has the longest tenure at
Marshall?
17. The circulation of the ALUMNUS is?
18. What is the newest college at Marshall?
19. What department has the largest percent·
age of faculty holding doctorates?
20. What is the srudent-faculty ratio at MU?
(Answers on page 23)

ALU MN OTES • • •
MARRIAGES
(Marshall Graduate Listed First)
ANTHONY F. TOMLINSON ('62), formerly of Charleston, W. Va., to DIANNA
JJ\NE LEMON, of South Charleston, April 4,
1970. Mr. Tomlinson is the office engineer
on the Athens, Ohio, local protection project
of the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers; Mrs.
Tomlinson is employed by the Charleston Me·
morial Hospital as staff nurse in the obstetrical
department.
RICHARD AUBYN COOPER ( '64), formerly of Huntington, to CLAIRE ELAINE
SCHWARTZ, of Detroit, Mich., March 21,
1970. Mrs. Cooper, a graduate of the Univer·
sity of Michigan, is a teacher at Colonial Hills
School, Worthington, Ohio. Mr. Cooper is em·
ployed as a system engineer for IBM at Columbus, Ohio.
LINDA LOU FAULKNER ('65 ) , of Milton, W. Va., to WILLIAM F. GAINER, of
Parkersburg, W. Va., March 27, 1970. Mrs.
Gainer is teaching at Lincoln Elementary
School in Parkersburg. Her husband, who
holds a masters degree in administration from
West Virginia University, is assistant principal
at Jackson Junior High School, Vienna,
W.Va.
KAY BROOK HARTZELL ('67), of
Huntington, to DAVID ARTHUR LOW, of
Iowa Park, Texas, February 14, 1970. While
Marshall, the bride was a member of Alpha
Sigma Alpha sorority, Childhood Education
Association, and American Association of University Women. She is a teacher at the India.Atlantic (Fla.) Elementary School. Mr. Low
is a graduate of the University of Texas and
is employed by the Radiation Corp., Mel·
bourne, Fla.
ROBERT GORDON ASTORG ('68), of
Huntington, to ESTHER LOUISE BLACK, of
Richmond, Va., February 14, 1970. Mrs. Astorg graduated from Hayward College. Mr. Astorg, a member of Alpha Sigma Phi, the Robe,
and Omicron Delta Kappa leadership honorary,
is employed by Smart and Co., certified public
acountants.
BARBARA JEJ\NNE HATCHER ('68 ) ,
of Atlanta, Ga., to GARY WILLIS GUNTER .
also of Atlanta, January 10, 1970. The former
Miss Hatcher was a member of Sigma Kappa
sorority while at Marshall; she is currently
teaching in Atlanta elementary schools. Mr.
Gunter is a graduate of the University of
Arkansas and is employed by the American
Can Co., in Atlanta.
MARY MARGARET KESLER ('68) of
Hinron, W. Va., to FRANKLIN LEO LUCAS
('68), of Charleston, W. Va., June 14, 1969.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Lucas are teaching at
Southwest Junior High School, Winston-Salem,
N. C.

SHERRY LYNN BOCOOK ('69), of
Huntington, to GARY LYNN NEELY, also of
Huntington, March 27, 1970. While at Mar·
shall, Mrs. Neely was a member of Phi Mu
Sorority; she is currently employed in the of·
fices of C. E. Tomkies, attorney. Mr. Neely
recently completed his tour of duty with the
U.S. Navy.
NANCY JANE MULLER ('69), of Huntington, to MICHAEL GETHEN JENKINS,
also of Huntington, March 21, 1970. The former Miss Muller is presently continuing her
studies in business education at Marshall; Mr.
Jenkins, an Art major, is also a student at
Marshall.
JAMES ROY REESE ('69 ) , of Huntington, to KATHRYN ANN DEXTER, also of
Huntington, April 4, 1970. The former Miss
Dexter is currently enrolled at Marshall majoring in retailing; Mr. Reese is employed by
the Superior Cadillac-Oldsmobile Co. in Huntington.

DEATHS
1918
DANIEL MANNING DORSEY of Ripley,
W. Va. Rev. Dorsey had a long and distinguished record of service as pastor of Baptist
churches in the State as well as serving in
various administrative posts with the West
Virginia Baptist Convention. He was also
active in civic affairs, had taught in the public
schools and served with the armed forces.
1930
GERTRUDE MENOR HANEY of Cat·
lensburg, Ky. Mrs. Haney received both her
bachelor and masters degrees from MU. She
was a teacher and principal of the old Fourth
Ward School later renamed Haney School in
her honor. One of her prize pupils was the
late Chief Justice Fred M. Vinson of Louisa
and Ashland, Ky., who returned to pay tribute
to his old teacher during a convocation in her
honor.
HARRY MILTON MARTIN of Charles·
ton, formerly of Huntington. After graduation
from Marshall, for which he played varsity
football, he coached at Elkview (W. Va.)
High School for 17 years. He had been president of Martin and Tabor Sporting Goods in
Charleston for the past 12 years.
1932
SAMUEL B. METZGER, of Huntington.
While at Marshall, Mr. Metzger was president
of Phi Tau fraternity and served in the Navy
in the Second World War as a lieutenant com·
mander. He was an honorary Kentucky colonel,
member of Huntington lodge 313 BPO Elles,
and Howard P. Hall Post 1064 of the Veterans
of Foreign Wars. Mr. Metzger was a Marshall
sports enthusiast and active in the Big Green
Club.
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1937
MARGARET HILL of Ashland, Ohio.
Miss Hill was a teacher in Ironton, Ohio, for
ten years before moving to Ashland.
1940
ELMORE S. MOSSMAN of St. Petersburg,
Fla. After graduation, Mr. Mossman was associated with printing and advertising firms in
Indianapolis, Ind., and Florida. At the time of
his death he was the owner of an advertising
agency in St. Petersburg.
1941
ANDREW K. FALLER, of Huntington.
At the time of his death, Mr. Faller was owner
of the First City Auto Sales, Inc., of Huntington. He was an Air Force veteran of World
War II and a retired colonel of the Air Force
Reserves. Active in several civic and fraternal
organizations, he was also a member of the
Huntington Association of Insurance Agents.
1942
MONA KEYSER MORRISON of Huntington. Mrs. Morrison was a guidance counselor
at Oley Junior High School and a former physical education teacher there for 24 years. She
was a member of the Twentieth Street Baptisr
Church.
1949
JAMES L. WALLS of Man, W. Va., a Lt.
Col. in the Air Force, was killed in an automobile accident in Yosemire Valley, California.
His wife, the former Joy Fields, who also at·
tended Marshall, was also killed along with
their 11-year-old son, James Douglas. While
at Marshall, Col. Walls was a member of Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity.
1955
JACK E. CRAWFORD of Hawaii, formerly of Huntington. Major Crawford, a veteran of World War II and the Korean and
Vietnam wars, was killed in a motorcycle accident. While in Huntington, he was a member of BPO Elks Lodge 313 and the Seventh
Avenue Methodist Church.
1956
CHLOE B. HAYWARD of Contooe00k,
N. H., formerly of Huntington. A graduate
of the University of Vermont, she received her
Masters degree from MU, and came to Huntington with her husband, Dr. Harold M. Hayward, a faculty member for 24 years. She was
director of the Weekday Religious lnstrucrion
program in Huntington for several years before leaving the city in 1962.
1969
CHERYL KAYE SHUMATE of Charleston, W. Va. died as the result of an overwhelming infection of spinal meningitis. She
was a teacher of English and Latin at Roosevelt Junior High School in Clwleston.

CLASS NOTES
1927
PHYLLIS DRUMM of Marietta, Ohio, will
retire at the close of the current academic year
as associate professor of English at Marietta
College. Following graduation from Marshall,
she taught for several years in West Virginia
high. schools and later received her M.A. degree
from the University of Kentucky. She was appointed to the faculty of Marietta College in
1948.
1930
ROBERT C. ROSENHEIM of Denver,
Colorado, has been named administrator of the
regional U. S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development office in Denver. A business executive, Mr. Rosenheim has served as
chairman of the Denver
Urban Renewal Agency;
his new position will
give him jurisdiaion of
the work of the agency
in six states. A native of
Williamson, W. Va., he
graduated from Marshall cum laude and attended Harvard Business School. During
World War II he served as a captain with the
U. $. Air Force. He is married to the former
Frances Dillman of Huntingron; they have
one daughter.
1934
ANN DURKIN was one of the representatives of colleges and universities at the inauguration of Albert Rupert Jonsen, S. J. as the
President of the University of San Francisco,
February 27, 1970.
1936
JOHN J. DWYER of Huntingron, has
been appointed engineer-environmental conuol
for the C&O/B&:O Railway. He was graduated
from Marshall with honors in chemistry and
physics and began his employment with C&O
that year; he was appointed chemical engineer
in 1963. He has served as chairman of the
American Railroads Engineers Association
committee on environmental engineering since
its inception three years ago. In his new post
he will work with federal, state and local
agencies in matters concerned with water, air
and land pollution, indusuial hygiene and
sanitation.

Mrs. Bess Marple, 74, a former MU
housemother and widow of a Huntingron
dentist, died recently. She was a lifelong
resident of Huntington and attended
Huntingron schools.

1949
ANN H. BROWNING of Huntington,
has been appointed to the position of Technical Editor -Technical
Services, for the Huntingron works of the Iitternational Nickel Co.,
Inc. A member for
twelve years of the
Society of Technical
Writers and Publishers,
she wrote and edited
"Structure and Testing,"
which won awards last
year from the Printing Indusuies of America
and the Art Direaors Oub in Washingron,
D. C.
ROBERT M. SMITH has been named
Promotion Director for WJCL-TV, Savannah,
Ga. He served in a similar position with
WATU-TV, August, Ga., following his retirement as a Major in the U. S. Army in 1969.
While at Marshall, he served as business manager of the PARTHENON.

1950
THOMAS E. CURRY, formerly of Delbarton, W. Va., has as·
sumed the command of
Patrol Squadron 44, a
Maryland - based Navy
squadron specializing in
anti-submarine warfare
and flying the LoCkheed
turboprop "Electra" aircraft. Commander Curry
is married to the former
Ramona Fotos of Huntingron.
1952
EDWARD H. MONK has been named
executive analyst of Ashland Oil, Inc. Joining
the company in 1955
as an accountant, he has
held posts in the advertising and marketing departments. In 1963, he
was named sales statistician and became an administrative assistant in
1965. He . and his wife,
Mildred, are the parents of two sons.
1953
EDWARD W. LARGE has been eleaed
vice president and corporation counsel for
United Aircraft Corporation. · He joined the
c9rporation as a staff attorney in 1960 and
was named assistant corporation counsel in
1964. He was previously associated with the
New York law firm of Shearman and Sterling.
He received his law degree from the University of Virginiii.
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JUANITA B. PARKER, Professor and
Chairman of the Department of Business Ad·
ministration of West Virginia Wesleyan College, was recently named to appear in p,,..
sontdities Of The So•th. Professor Parker is
also serving as President of the state Higher
Education Association..

1954
WEBSTER MYERS, JR., formerly of Huntington, has been promoted to full professor
in the University of South Carolina School of
Law. He received his L.L.B. degree from the
University of Virginia and his L.L.M. from
Columbia University. He is chairman of the
South Carolina State Bar Association Commit·
tee on Review of Case Law, chairman of
the Task Force on Courts for the Governor's Commission on Criminal Admin·
istration and Juvenile Delinquency, chairman
of the Law School's Committee on Research
and Development, and has served as president
of the Columbia Chapter of the South Carolina
Human Relations Council. He has also served
as consultant for several study groups and state
departments. He is the author of numerous
articles published in professional journals.
1956
BEVERLY BARTON of Sherman Oake~
Calif., has accepted a position with WIIC-TV
in Pittsburgh. As crea·
tive director, his duties
will be to produce and
direct commercials and
promotional announcements. While in Cali·
fornia, he was associated
with Syndicated Radio
Produaions in .Hollywood. His .wife is the
former Yvonne Gilker·
son of Huntington; they have three children.
CHARLES W. MORRIS of Wilmington,
Del., has been promoted to the position of
Senior Sales Representative of the International
Nickel Company's Division Sales Office at
Wilmington. He began
his employment with the
company in 1962 at
Huntington, as an Engineering Assistant in
Sales. He is married to
the former Delores
Peters, of Huntingron; they have three
children.

1958
WILLIAM C. MORAN of Mt. Berry, Ga.
was recently appointed r.o the position of Associate Academic Dean of Berry College, Mt.
Berry. He still retains his rank of Professor
and Chairman of the Deparanent of English.
Dr. Moran also received his masters desree
from Marshall C"9) and served on the faculty
here before pursuing his docrorate at the University of Tennessee.
JOHN H. STONE ot Huntington, has
been promoted to Assistant Cashier and Personnel Director for The
First Huntington National Bank. Following
his work at Marshall,
Mr. Stone received his
.Masters desree from
Michigan State University. He is a veteran
of the U. S. Army and a
member of several civic
and professional organizations. His wife, Vicky, is also a Marshall
sraduan: ('64); they have one daughter.
CURTIS D. TATE of Fairfax; VL, recently
won a $1000 award for an ideL Mr. Tare, a
staff member with the U. S. Deparanent of
Health, Education and Welfare's National
Institute of Health, suggested that an ice cube,
in a small sealed bas, be placed in the container in which frozen human tissue typing
serum is sent to medical centers involved in
organ transplant surgery. If the cube has
melted - or refrozen in a new form, it is •P·
parent the serum also was allowed to thaw
enroute. The NIH has estimated his idea may
mean an annual savings of more than $20,000,
by eliminating much of the re-testing necessary.

HOYT WHEELER has received an NOE.A
Fellowship at the University of Wisconsin to
work on his Ph.D. in the field of industrial
relations.
1960
VERNIE L BOLDEN, of Springfield,
Mass., pastor of St. John's Congregational
Church, has been appointed to faculty positions
at Western New England College and Springfield Technical Community College. Rev.
Bolden also serves on the Springfield Human
Relations Commission and is director of the
Inner-city Counseling and Development Center
there.

The MU Band and Symphonic Choir
have recorded a long play stereo record
entitled, "SolllS of Marshall." The seveninch disk is on sale for $1 in the Music
Office, Smith Music Hall.

1962
HAROLD L. BYER, of Huntington, has
been appointed Utility
Foreman-Primary Mill
Dept. for the Huntington Works of the Inter·
national Nickel Co., lnc.
He has been an active
golfer for many years
and is a member of the
West Virginia Professional Golfer's Association.
MARY OWEN is now a stewardess with
Delta Air Lines. From
her base station at
Miami,
Florida, she
will fly to many of the
60 cities served by
Delta in 22 stares, the
' District of Columbia,
and the Caribbean. Miss
Owen also received her
MA degree Jrom Marshall.
1963
JlM D. BURNETrE, Coordinator of
Health and Public Service Technologies at
Cayahoga Community College, Parma, Ohio,
was recently selected to
serve as a resource person at the National Conference for Health Occupations Education in
New Orleans. The Conference, sponsored by
the U. S. Office of Education, was to provide an
opportunity for selected
leaders in the health ed·
ucation field to come together in a working
conference. Mr. Burnette has also served as
teacher and principal in Ohio public schools.
PAMELA VON STROH SMITH of
Decarur, AIL, has joined the State National
Bank of Alabama as marketing officer. She
attended MU during the years 19'.58-1963.
Prior to this appointment, Mrs. Smith was
public relations assistant
for the First National
Bank of South Carolina.
Active in civic affairs,
she has served on various
commirtees for
the
United Fund, March of
Dimes, Heart Fund and
Town Theatre. In 1967,
she was named Jaycee Wife of the Year, and
received public speaking awards from the
American lnstin$e of Banking for both 1968
and 1969.
ARVIN M. VAUGHAN, who served as
district manager in Huntington for the past
year for Connecticut General Life Insurance
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Company, has been appointed staff assistant
at the Akron branch office. He joined the
company in 1964 in Charleston, W. VL
1964
JOANN ODUM ALDRICH of Philadelphia, Pa., is currently working as a TV,
photographic and fashion model in Philadelphia, where she lives with her husband
and young son. While in Huntington, she won
the tide of Miss Huntington for the Miss
U.S.A. contest, and, after winning that contest, represented the United States in the Miss
World contest in London, where she was sixth
runner-up .. She attended Marshall from 19'.59
to 1964, and was president of Sigma Sigma
Sigma Sorority.
JOHN W. KETCHUM of Winston-Salem,
N. C., has been promoted to Associate
Producr Manager, Sports·
wear, of Hanes Corporation. After doing graduate work at Virginia
Commonwealth
University, Mr. Ketchum
was associated with the
First Union National
Bank in Charlotte, N. C.
before joining Hanes
Corporation. He is married to the former Kay Collins; they have two
.children.
JOYCE CAZ.AD SPENCER was recently
named "Clubwoman of the Year"' by the Barboursville (W. VL) Junior Woman's Club.
The award was made on
the basis of her activity
in the club, . church,
community and family.
Mrs. Spencer is currently
teaching English and
business subjects at Barboursville High School
and is working toward
her master"s degree in
business education. She
is married to Richard Spencer; they have three
daughters.
TOM TURNER, formerly of Huntingron,
is now serving as a naval flight surgeon in
Beaufort, S. C. After graduating from Mar·
shall, Dr. Turner graduated from West Virginia University Medical School. He is mar·
ried and has three daughters.
1965
RONALD C. CHEATHAM recently received the Bronze Star Medal for meritorious
service in miltiary operatio:is in Vietnam.
Captain Cheatham, an artillery commodity
manager in the lst Logistical Command, en·
tered the Army in March, 1965, and was last
stationed in Greece.
MICHAEL D. HALLEY of St. Albans,
W. VL, assumed the pastorate of the First
Baptist Church of Ravenswood, W. VL, April
1. He taught in Mason County public schools

after his graduation and is now working on
his Master of Divinity degree at the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville,
Ky. He and his wife, Carmen, have two
children.
A. ANDREW M.ACQUEEN of Charleston,
W. Va. is now a member of the West Virginia
and Kanawha County Bars having graduated
from the West Virginia University School of
Law in 1968. He is an attorney with the
Kanawha Legal Aid Society.
ROBERT E. SNYDER of Winchester, Va.,
has been promoted to produce manager for
Rubbermaid Commercial Produces, Inc. of
Winchester.
1966
GLEN ALTON MESSER of Northville,
Mich., is currently enrolled at Eastern Michigan University to complete certification requirements for elementary teaching. He is married to the former Margaret Ann Kupsky, an
MU alumnus ('69).

EDWARD J. PENFIELD of Key West,
Fla., was recently promoted to Communications Technician 3rd
Class Petty Officer with
the U. S. Navy. He has
been with Naval Intelligence since his graduation from Marshall and
has also completed work
towards his Masters degree in International
Studies at the University of Miami, Coral
Gables, Fla.
FRED E. WAY, III of Huntington, has
been appointed a graduate assistant in the department of foreign languages at West Virginia University. He is working toward a
Masters degree in German.

1969
MARY ANNA WELLS McVAY is currently teaching school in the Columbus, Ohio,
area. Her husband, Tom, is employed with the
Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company there.
MARGARET ANN KUPSKY MESSER of
Northville, Mich., is presently teaching in
elementary schools in . South Lyon, Mich. She
is married to Glen Alton Messer, a '66 MU
alumnus.

Marshall University Vice President of
Business, Joseph S. Soto, was recently
elected first vice president of the Huntington chapter of the Administrative
Management Society.

STEPHEN L. MILLER of Huntington, has
been granted a $2000 Fellowship to pursue
further graduate study at the Union Theological Seminary, Richmond, Va. He is married to the former Sandra Gay Payne, also of
Huntington.
1967
JOHN FRED HAEBERLE, formerly of
Huntington, has been awarded his U. S. Air
Force silver pilot wings upon graduation at
Vance Air Force Base, Oklahoma. He will be
assigned to the 644th Bomb Squadron, a unit
of the Strategic Air Command. Following his
graduation from Marshall, Lt. Haeberle worked
as assistant to the Director of Information and
Publications at MU for a year before enlisting in the Air Force. He is married to the former Sandra Johnson, also an MU graduate
('64); they have one daughter.
RONNIE L. HARRAH of Kingston,
N. Y., has been promoted to Senior Associate
Programmer at the IBM Corporation's Systems
Development Laboratory in Kingston.
1968
CLARENCE
ELKINS
h ig hI ig h t ed
first year of coaching
with his Logan W. Va.
Junior High School basketball team winning
the championships of
both the regular season
and the post-season tour·
nament.

C. David Stephens (left), Class of '65, and Ralph C. Scarberry (right), Class of '51,
are authors of a technical paper which has been published in the proceedings from the
25th Conference of the National Association of Corroison Engineers (NACE).
Entitled "The Relation of Sensitization to Polythionic Acid Cracking of INCOLOY alloys 800 and 801," the paper represents approximately four years of research.
The men are employed at Huntington Alloy Products Division, The International
Nickel Company, Inc. Mr. Scarberry is a Senior Chemist, and Mr. Stephrns is a Technical
Representative. Both hold a B.S. degree in Chemistry.

JAMES E. MACQUEEN of South Charleston, W. Va., is currently serving with the
U. S. Army in South Vietnam. Lt. MacQueen
is married to the former Sherry Brabbin of
South Charleston who also attended Marshall;
they have one daughter.
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COMMITMENT TO
MARSHALL 1970
A direct appeal for contributions to support
the Annual Giving Program was launched on
April 1st through the 1970 Commitment to
Marshall Campaign. 16,200 let:ers, soliciting
support in attaining a $300,000 goal, were
dispatched to alumni, faculty and staff of the
University, and other loyal supponers who
have not contributed during this Annual Giving Year. During the first month of the campaign, 225 donors pledged or gave a total of
$8,401.14.
Including funds derived from the Commit·
ment rampaign, a total of 695 donors, as
of May ht, had pledged or contributed
$99,299.57 since the beginning of the Annual
Giving Year on July 1, 1969. Gifts have
ranged from a $48,000 matching funds grant
for student loans from the Benedum Foundation to a life insurance bequest made by a
Marshall student. While the impetus given
thus far by the Commitment campaign to Annual Giving is heartening, it must be maintained if we are to reach the $300,000 goal.
One fact of which you should be apprised
is that while the total amount contributed during this annual giving year has been gratifying,
the number of participants in annual givi~g,
including our 1970 Commitment to Marshall
Campaign, leaves much to be desired. During
the period July 1, 1969-May I, 1970 only one
out of every 22 (or 4.5 % ) of the alumni carried on the alumni mailing list had panicipated. When this 4.5 % is compared to a national average of 20% for colleges and universities, the lack of participation becomes
more apparent.
The importance of your contributions,
either large or small, cannot be stressed too
strongly. Your participation in annual giving,
and your support of the University, is essential
if Marshall is to move ahead. A small gift
when it reflects a genuine interest on the part
of the giver in supporting the University is
no less important than the large gift. Your
Alumni Association solicits your participation;
give what you can, but participate.
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ANSWERS TO QUIZ ON PAGE 18

1. 337; 50
2. 32%
3. Full professor
20 % ; assoc. prof. 21 %; asst. prof. - 31 %
4. $14,252
5. $7,589,929
6. 8.7%
7. Three
8. A Science and Engineering Building
9. 1,250
10. 88
11. 26
12. 34
13. Seven
14. $1,976,365
15. $159,739

NEW ARRIVALS
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Hill of
New Whiteland, Ind., twin daughters,
Kristina Renee and Melissa Kay, January 7, 1970. Mrs. Hill is the former Judy
Harvey; both are members of the Class of
66.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Moray
Peoples of Sewanne, Tenn., a daughter,
Sarah, January 19, 1970. Mr. Peoples
('68) is currently studying in the School
of Theology, University of the South, in
Sewanee. Mrs. Peoples is the former Beverly Camey, also an MU alumnus ('65).
They are the parents of another child,
Christopher, born in 1967.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Allen
Duncan of Wilmington, Del., a son,
Michael Allen, II, January 30, 1970. Mr.
Duncan, a 1963 MU graduate, is comptroller for Allied Chemical in Wilmington.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. John Davison
of Fairfield, Ohio, a son, Todd Alan,
February 2, 1970. Mrs. Davison is the
former Mary McDanald, a 1962 MU
graduate in music education.

16. Dr. A. E. McCaskey, dean of Applied
Science
i7. 16,000
18. The School of Business
19. Chemistry (100%)
20. Twenty-five to one

0

The recent conversion of the Alumni
mailing list from a manual to a computerized system has facilitated the
Alumni Office's effort to upgrade the accuracy of the mailing by reducing the
number of duplicate mailings and wrong
addresses. We know, however, that many
errors continue to exist. If you are in a
household containing two or more alumni
and desire to reduce the number of copies
of our mailings, or if there are misspell·
ings or other errors in your address,
please let us know. Most importantly, IF
YOU MOVE TO ANOTHER ADDRESS,
PLEASE KEEP US ADVISED.

Yes, I want to be known as an ACTIVE MARSHALL ALUMNUS.
Here is my contribution. I'll be looking for .my Alumni Decal and Alumni
publications in the mail.
·Last Name

Street, Number or P. 0. Box

Residence Address
City

Middle or Maiden

First

County

State

Zip Code

SPORTS. • •
RICK TOLLEY
•A man who deals with challenges straight ahead!"
The school hasn't won a football game in
twenty-one tries. You've been made acting
head coach three days before the start of fall
practice.
The squad you'll have to greet has been
decimated by coaching changes over the summer months. Morale of players and coaches
alike is at a low ebb after a summer of explosive and controversial happenings.
The season starts - Your team loses six
more football games making a total of twentyseven in a row without a win.
If, by chance, an "acting" head football
coach were to win three of his last four football games under those circumstances, he
might well be accorded "Coach of the Year"
honors.
Well, there were no "Coach of the Year"
honors, but winning three of the final four
games on the Marshall University football
schedule is exactly what head coach Rick
Tolley did with his team during the 1969
football season - a feat which has to rank
as one of the outstanding football coaching
jobs of 1969 or any other year.
Now, it's a new year and a new football
season. There are new players, but many of
the old ones are back, hardened and toughened
after an eventful season in 1969. Two new
coaches are on hand also; so, it's another season and another 'challenge.
Rick Tolley, having now had the time to
install his own systems, regulations and procedures, is building a Tolley-type team - a
hard-hitting, well conditioned, aggressive
squad. There are no prima donnas; everyone
works and tveryone follows the rules. Rick is
a disciplinarian who demands complete dedication to the game of football; he doesn't compromise. He sets the rules, explains them
fully, and once the players have accepted
them, they He committed to abide by them.
There are standards for conduct, demeanor and
appearance, and they are both high and rigid.
Toward the end of last season when many
teams, particularly those not in contention for
conference championships, bowl bids and the
like, were beginning to "slack off," the Marshall gridden began to hit and run harder due
to their rigid conditioning. In fact, a Kent
State official remarked, "They (Marshall)
came up here with 31 players. and simply wore
us down."
As of this writing, the squad numbers 48
people, not enough by today's major college
standards to embark on a tough schedule, but
they are a group that will make up for the
Jack of numbers by their determination to play
football. That they will have this determination is a foregone conclusion. Everyone who

MU GRID STAFF - Head coach Rick Tolley, foreground, and his Marshall University
football staff are ready for spring practice. Pictured with Rick are, seated from left: Jim
Schroer, trainer; Deke Bracket, kicking coach; and Frank Loria, defensive secondary.
Standing: Al Carelli, offensive line; Carl Kokor, defensive line; Red Dawson, defensive
coordinator and Jim (Shorty) Moss, offensive coordinator.
plays for Tolley must have it, or he doesn't
play.
Most observers agree that spring practice,
1970, showed the most impressive Marshall
football squad since 1965. Both the offensive
and defensive units hit hard and executed well,
capping the spring sessions with an impressive
35-0 win over an Alumni team on May 2.
In the recruiting line, Tolley and his staff
have done a fine job this spring despite the
disadvantages that have always had to be overcome at Marshall. Location, facilities, financing.
and available aid has seldom matched the competition's resources in these areas. NevenheJess, Rick and his staff have turned up some
excellent freshmen and junior college prospects
for the coming year.
Also on the plus side, Astro-turfing of
Fairfield Stadium, which should be a reality
by fall, has given the football program a big
lift.
Additional scholarships and tuition wavers
to equal the number offered by schools against
which Marshall competes have- been requested
· by the Athletic Department, as well as incidental fees foe athletes in the major sports in
the amount of $15 monthly (permitted under
NCAA rules). These requests have been made
in the light of Marshall's present starus as an
"independent" with an eye to maintaining the
present levels of competition.
Though somewhat optimistic regarding the
football 'program, the Marshall head man is
realistic enough to realize that winning on a
regular basis can't be accomplished by desire
and coaching alone. It takes resources, and if
they are forthcoming, there is little doubt in
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anyone's mind that Tolley and his aides can
do the job.
The Marshall coach has a solid background
in athletics. He was a three sports star (football, basketball, baseball) at Mu 11 ens
(W. Va.) High School. He is a graduate of
VPI where he played center and linebacker.
He was assistant football coach at John Battle
high school in Bristol, Va., and assistant in
baseball at the University of Virginia for one
year. He s1><;nt three years as assistant football
coach at Ferrum Junior College and in one of
those years Ferrum won the National Junior
College football championship. In 1968, he
was the defensive line coach at Wake Forest
University before joining the Marshall staff in
February of 1969.
Rick Tolley has been in control of the MU
football program for a little over five months
now. He won the first round of an impossible
battle during the fall of last year when he
took a team that hadn't been anywhere and
wasn't going anywhere and guided them to
wins in three of the last four games. He has
turned in a big second round with a fine recruiting season and an excellent spring practice.
The third round begins in September and
Tolley will have his team rea:iy. The feeling
among coaches whose teams have cake-walked
over Marshall during recent years is that this
time around, it figures to be "a bra.:id new ball
game." Says one coaching colleague, "Last fall's
Marshall team was a good, well-coached club.
We beat 'em, but they hit just as hard in the
fourch quarter as they did in the first. They'll
be a solid football team in 1970."

H urryin' Hal

Reginald Spencer, MU director of career
planning and placement, has been appointed
golf coach by Athletic Director Charles Kautz.
He replaces Ed Westcott, who resigned in November. Spencer, currently secretary of the
West Virginia Professional Golfers Association, has served as golf professional at several
country clubs. He is a graduate of West Vir-

By George Rorrer, '54
Shorty Hardman, the executive sports editor of the Charleston Gu.ette, did something
unusual the other day.
He complained in his column about people
from West Virginia University who used the
school's athletic program as a springboard
with which to escape Appalachia, and promptly
forgot about their background.

ginia University and holds the distinction of
being its only repeat golf captain and holder
of the school's individual match record.

Few of them, he complained, ever made
donations to help provide similar opportunities
for those who followed.
Well, Marshall University has a famous
grad who hasn't forgotten his heritage - Hal
Greer, class of '58, has shared his good fortune
with his alma mater . in many ways, both
through donations of money and through continuing excellence as a basketball hero.
Hurryin' Hal continues to star for the
Philadelphia 76ers of the National Basketball
Association at the ripe old age of 33. And he
hasn't shown signs of stopping.

In January, Hal appeared in his 10th
straight NBA all-star game and helped spark
the winning surge by the East team with 15
points. It was somewhat reminiscent of the
1968 game, in which he scored 21 points and
earned a new automobile for being voted
"most valuable player."
Hal has established himself as one of the
top pro basketball players of all time, and he
seems destined to move even higher . in the
heirarchy. Earlier this season, the skinny Huntington native and Douglass High grad became the sixth man in history to top the
18,000 point mark in the NBA. After the
1969-70 season, Hal trailed only Wilt Chamberlain, Elgin Baylor, Oscar Robertson, Bob
Pettit and Dolph Schayes. He appears within
reach of Schayes ( 19,249) and maybe Pettit
(20,880) before he calls it a career.
At age 33, Greer shows no signs of letting
up. He drives unflinchingly for layups as he
did as a rookie in 1958. His jump shot is as
potent as ever. He hustles and scrambles on
defense, and is averaging about five assists a
game.
On the exterior, Greer's life sryle continues
to be so placid you'd never envision him in the
midst of the furious activiry and top-flight
competition that is the NBA.
Yet there aren't too many men left in the
league who were active when Hal broke in
with Syracuse - and there won't be many
men above him in the numerous statistical
categories when he ultimately decides to hang
up his sneakers.
Greer, a soft-spoken pro and one of the
best representatives Marshall has ever had,
has made his mark.

Election of officers was held in March for
the Big Green Oub, MU's athletic booster
organization. Elected president was C.Oleman
Trainor, president of the First Huntington
National Bank. Webster Morrison was elected
vice-president and Charles Kautz, secrerary.
The club's fund raising drive got under way

STEWART WAY

May 1. This year's drive netted $103,000
under President Mike Prestera.

WAY NAMED HEAD COACH
On March 17, Athletic Director Charles
Kautz named W. Stewart Way, who had acted
as MU's head basketball coach during the
1969-70 (9-14) season, to the position
permanently.
Way came to Marshall in 1966 after 19
winning seasons in 21 years at Huntington
High School, where he coached one state
championship team and two runners-up. Prior
to that, he had coached seven years at Scott
High in Madison where he took the Skyhawks
to the state tournament for the only time in
history.
He served as assistant basketball coach
under Ellis Johnson for three years.
A 1935 graduate of Georgetown C.Ollege,
Way earned his Masters degree from West
Virginia University in 1945.
His basketball philosophy is best summed
up in his feeling that his team should never
give the opposition an opportuniry to relax
on either offense or defense. "According to
Way, this rype of play is exciting and interesting for the fans because it creates and demands
continuous action. He also has what he calls
a "total regard for the young man's welfare
both on and off the playing area."
He and his wife are the parents of two
sons, Tom, a senior at Davidson C.Ollege, and
Ti~, a student at Huntingron High School.

Sports
Miscellany
A picture of former MU basketball star,
George E. Stone, has been placed in the
Shawkey Student Union. The 36 x 42 inch
picture joins the ranks of three other professionals from Marshall. Stone, who played for
MU 1965-1968 is presently playing for the
Los Angeles Stars.

Perry Moss, former head football coach at
Marshall, has been appointed assistant offensive coach for the Chicago Bears of the National Football League.
Bear head coach, Jim Dooley, said that
Moss would work with the team's quarterbacks.
Moss quarterbacked the University of Illinois'
Rose Bowl team of 1947. He lost his coaching
job at Marshall when the Universiry was
suspended from the Mid-American Conference
on charges of recruiting irregularities and a
lack of adequate facilities.
From California comes the news that former Marshall head basketball coach, Jule
Rivlin, has been named executive director of
Sinai Temple in Westwood. His address is:
11355 Sinclair Avenue, Northridge, Van Nuys,
Calif.
Marshall wrestling coach Bill

Cyru~

has

submitted his resignation effective the end of
this school year to enter private business. After
having served one year as assistant under Larry
C.Oyer, he beame head coach last year posting
a 1969-70 record of 3-8. He stressed that the
problem has been one of resources -

"The

non-income spons have had their problems,
and when the money sports (football and
basketball) are having problems, as they haw
the past couple of years, then theSt' problems
are compounded in the non-inc.:ome sports."
A 1963 graduate of Marshall. C)·rus is onl'
of only two Marshall wrestlers who e\"cr won
an MAC tide whkh he Jid while wrestling in
the 130 lb. class in 1962.

COMMITMENT TO MARSHALL 1970
ANNUAL GIVING

Matching Funds For Student Loans

$60,000

Special Facul't y Recruitment Funds

$30,000

Faculty Professional Development Fund

$60,000

Matching Funds For Foundation and
Federal Grants

$70,000

Where The Needs Are Greatest

$80,000
Our Goal $300,000

For Further Details Please Write:
Director Of Development
Marsha~I University
Huntington, W. Va. 25701
(304) 696-6453
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POST OFFICE BOX 1360
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA 25715

UNIVERSITY

TO
SUBJECT:

Marshall Alumni, USA
Football Season Tickets

Marshall football, 1970---on ASTRO-TURFI I I
Marshall football, 1970---a NEW LOOK! ! I
Marshall football, 1970---an exciting experience!
The rejuvenation of Fairfield Stadium, installation of artificial turf,
new dressing rooms and a general refurbishing of the stadium itself will
make watching Marshall football in 1970 more enjoyable than ever before.
The football team itself which came on so magnificently during the last
four games of last year figures to be an even better team this time around.
The Thundering Herd should have one of the finest backfields in its history
and, in general, improvement is expected in every offensive and defensive
catagory.
Additional seats are also planned for Fairfield Stadium and although
they may not be installed in time for the opener we can assure you that
in 1970 every season ticket holder will have a better seat location than
ever before.
As you know ticket priorities are allocated with preference given first
to Big Green Club members, secondly to past season ticket holders and third
to new orders. Therefore for the best seat locations WE URGE YOU TO SEND
IN YOUR SEASON TICKET ORDER IMMEDIATELY. If you can't attend all the games,
single game ticket applications will be found on the reverse of the season
ticket order blank.
Prices are the same as last year: $20 per adult season ticket. Tickets
for children high school age and under are priced at $10 per season ticket.
Simply fill out the enclosed application and return it to the Athletic
Ticket Office, P. O. Box 1360, Huntington , W. Va. Full remittance must
accompany all orders and all tickets will be mailed early in September.
1970 will be an extremely important year for Marshall University football.
We feel that head coach In.ck Tolley and his staff have done a remarkable job
to date. Now, we need the support of Marshall fans everywhere. We think
you'll enjoy Marshall football this year and we're hoping to fill the stadium
for every game.
Remember for the best seat locations return the enclosed application as
early as possible, and any question you may have, we invite you to call our
ticket manager Jim Hodges at 696-3190. We look forward to seeing YOU this
fall at the NEW Fairfield Stadium.

MARSHALL UNIVERSITY
SINGLE FOOTBALL GAME ORDERS
Date Received - - - - - - Please Print

Name
Street
City and State - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z i p Code _ _ _ _ __
Number
of
Tickets

Office
Sec.

Game

u~

Row

Date

Morehead

Sept. 19

Miami

Oct. 10

Louiwille

Oct. 17

Western Michigan

Oct. 24

Kent' State

Nov. 7

C nlv
Seats

Reserved Adult
$4.00

High ( ) Middle ( )
EAST SIDE ( )

Reserved Child
$2.00

Amount
Enclosed

Low ( )

WEST SIDE ( )

Make check payable to: Marshall University and send to Dept. of Athletics,
P.O. Box 1360. Huntington. W. Va. 25715

MARSHALL UNIVERSITY
FOOTBALL SEASON TICKET ORDER
Please Print

Name: ----------~------~-----------~------~
Address: ~-----------------------~----------~
City & State: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __
Check One: Big Green Club Member o

OFFICE USE ONL V

Sec.

Row

Seats

Date Received - - - - - - - - -

Alumnus D Reg. Season Ticket Holder D

Send : -------------- Season Tickets
-------------- Season Tickets
Postage and Handling
Total Remittance
Instructions:

@

$20.00

@

$10.00

(High School Age and Under)

---··---··-·--·~------

1. Use only official order blank
2. Make checks payable to Marshall University and send to:
Marshall University
Dept. of Athletics
P.O. Box 1360
Huntington, West Virginia 25715
3. Full remittance must accompany all orders.

